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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
They came from Sharon, N. H„
Editor, WM. O. FULLER
A Priceless Honor, a
where the polls opened at midnight,
Associate Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW
] and where all the inhabitants quick
Golden OpportunitySubscriptions 83.00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three
ly voted. The result:
Aerial Round-Up Next
cents.
i Wlllkie ....................................... 24
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
Sunday
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Roosevelt ................................... 7
The break of dawn Oct. 16, 1940
was established and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The Free Press
It was a Republican gain.
witnessed a historic activity. In
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
hundreds of homes members of
AN APPEAL
The Amerclan Legion were up and
An appeal ls being made by
bestirring themselves. hours be
fore thelr usual time of arising. Winslcw-Holbrook Post for a vet
[EDITORIAL]
Lor.g before 7 o'clock they could eran whose home was destroyed by
Are
and
all
clothing
and
furniture.
be seen leaving their ^omcs. Ameri
The newspapers today are full of predictions as to the out
can Legion cap® <fn 'khelr heads, His family consists of his wife and
come of the Presidential election, but they are so far at vari
six
minor
children.
A
boy
one-year
bulky packages ur.&er thelr arms.
ance as to possess little value, the New Dealers seeing a sweep
Prom 7 a m. until 9 p. m. Legion old. a boy Ave. a girl 13. a girl 11,
for Roosevelt, while the Republicans, Independents and oldnaires were en the Job that day. j a boy 14 and a girl 16.
line Democrats foresee a Willkie victory which may reach
To
start,
the
Burpee
Furniture
In every way The American Legion
landslide proportions. Fact ls, nobody knows and nobody has
met the expectations of the au Co., through the kindness of Staf
any way of knowing. The Gallup poll has commanded nation
thorities who had called on Le ford Congdon, has donated a kit
wide attention, and it will be highly interesting to compare
gionnaires to handle the big job chen stove.
Any household furnishings of
of registration.
the final survey with the actual figures which will become
It was an effective demonstration any description will be greatly ap
known before the week is over. Objection to a third term is
on a nationwide scale of the po- i preciated. beds, mattresses." pil
deep-rooted and widespread; offset to some extent no doubt
lows.
tables,
chairs,
cooking
dishes,
tential help the American Legion .
by the feeling that the war situation will rescue Roosevelt
can render the country during the , chinaware or clothing for the
from defeat. Once more The Courier-Gazette emphasizes the
children
is
needed.
present national emergency. For ’
fact that it is making no prediction of any sort; it is prepared
Any
donations
can
be
left
at
ln manpower, in experience, in de- ,
for any eventuality, but believes Willkie has a chance to win.
votion to a common cause, the j Mrs. Blake's Wall Paper Store on
Main
street
or
will
be
called
for
Now
read what a famous Washington writer says:
American Legion as the foremost
(By David LawTence)
exponent of an adequate national and any information on this case
Washington, Nov. 2—This is the seventh time I have en
defense and of militant American will be supplied.
ism. stands today as a great reser
deavored to forecast a presidential election. Six times the
voir of strength, waiting and ready J Sund ry night, the Senior Y.P.C.U.
formula on which I have based the prediction has been
to be tapped for whatever use the held a supper meeting in the vestry
proved right. It is offered again today in what looks like a
of
the
Universalist
Church.
The
Nation may make of lt ln the days
surprisingly close election with a decided trend for Willkie
nominating committee reported, and
that He ahead.
but which may turn out to be far from close.
Por the greatest task ln Its 22- after several additional nomina
The important thing to establish is: “Who will be the
year history, of serving America tions from the Aoor, the voting be
next President of the United States?” The exact number of
in a national emergency, the gan. The final result was the fol
electoral votes ls relatively unimportant and ls quickly for
American Legion (luring 1940 mar lowing list of officers to serve the
shaled its greatest strength, more period of one year: President. Miles
gotten. The average reader wants to know definitely who will
co-president,
Richard
than 1.073,000 members and 11688 Sawyer;
be the victor and on what the forecaster’s Judgment is based.
Spear; vice president. Lincoln Mc
posts.
To begin with, bias and prejudice have no place in any
It is now mustering its member Rae, Jr.; co-vice president. Vir
prediction. In my experience, I have predicted elections in
ginia
Bowley:
secretary,
Lucille
ship for 1941. to meet the challenge
which I myself did not favor the election of the candidate who
co-secretary,
Priscilla
of service that the future may 8tanley;
proved to be successful. In 1916,1 picked Wilson and wanted
bring. In that muster lt has a Staples: tieasurer, Dorothy Dimick;
to see him win, but in 1920 I was for Cox. but picked Harding.
place within Its ranks for every co-treasurer. Kathleen Weed Fol
In 1924. I was for Davis but picked Coolidge. So in 1928, I
veteran of the World War. Most lowing the circle supper, Wednesday
of them now are beyond the age of evening, these officers will meet to
favored Smith but picked Hoover. In both 1932 and 1936.1 did
active militay service on the battle appoint committee chairmen (pernot favor Mr. Roosevelt's election but in each case the formula
front. Most of them can and should ! manent) and each member will be
■which I presented pointed to his election.
serve behind the front—on tlie placed on some committee. Using
So it is well to eleminate all thought of bias in reference
this
method,
each
member
will
have
home front—ln the American Le
to a presidential forecast, because it is not pleasing to be
a
part
ln
the
affairs
of
the
union
gion!
proved wrong the day after election.
For America has important as- and thus make a stronger, more
The theory that I have employed in the past six presi
united
group.
signments for Its veterans banded
dential elections embraces what I call the “ratio of doubt."
together in the American Legion
The Methodist monthly supper
The actual electoral table may tum out far different, and It
The country needs more Legion
naires. The American Legion needs will be held Wednesday at 6 o'clock.
did in nearly all cases of the last six except 1916 when it hap
more members. There's another Mrs Lena deRochemont and com
pened to coincide. But the purpose of my table is to prove
mittee in charge. The first united
Job to be done.
who the successful candidate will be insofar as information
Never has membership in the [meeting of the Woman's Society of
available from what I believe to be trustworthy sources can
American Legion been such a Christian Service will be held at
establish anything in advance of an actual result.
7
30.
Mrs.
Ruth
Ellingwood
in
charge
priceless honor, and such a golden
In forming my Judgment, I have had the benefit of a
of
the
program
opportunity to sene.
confidential questionnaire sent out to editors of nearly 1300
Mr. World War veteran that
newspapers outside the Solid South. Nearly 1100 replies were
honor and that opportunity ls yours
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
for the taking!
received and many of these were accompanied by personal
tf I had my life to live again )
Let's go!
comments of the editors giving the reasons for their pre
I would have made a rule lo read aomt
poetry and listen to some music at
dictions.
least once a week. The loee of theer
There will be a public meeting tsates la a Iom of happlneaa —Chari*
I checked also with other sources of information in various
at 8 p. m. Nov. 12 at the High School Darwin
States and with persons in a position to know something of
auditorium in the interests of the
THE POOR VOTER ON
the appraisal made by Republican as well as Democratic
ELECTION DAY
American Red Cross. The subject
leaders
in particularly important States.
of the evening will be "What the ' The proudest now ia but my peer.
Toe highest not more high;
The sum total of this information leads me to make the
Red Cross means to Knox County 1. Today
of all the weary year,
following table:
and to America." There will be
A king of men ant I
Today,
alike
are great and small.
music.
FDR
W W.
Doubtful
The nameleaa and the known:
Arizona .......................... ......
3
My palace ls the people's hall.
__
The ballot box my throne!
California
....... 22
“Man is the only creature en
—
Colorado ........................
6
dowed with the power of laughter: j Who serves today upon the llst
Beside the served shall stand;
—
—
Connecticut
8
is he not the only one that deserves 1 Alike the brown and wrinkled (1st.
—
_
Delaware ........................ ....... 3
The gloved snd dainty hand!
to be laughed at?”—Oreville
—
—
I The rich Is level with the poor.
Idaho ..............................
4
, The weak Is strong today:
•M
..... .. —
Illincs
.......
.
..................
29
And sleekest broadcloth counts no
___
—
—
Indiana .............. ...........
14
more
REGULAR MEETING OF
Than homespun frock of gray.
_
Iowa .......... _.................. . ...... —
11
| Today let pomp and vain pretence
Kansas ............ . ............. ........ —
9
) My stubborn right abide:
—
—
Kentucky ........................ . ... _ 11
NO. 79. FAA. M.
I 1 set a plain man's common sense
—
Maine ............................. . ...... —
5
Against the pedant's pride
AT HALL OF KNOX LODGE
Today shall simple manhood try
—
6
Maryland ......... .....—.... ......... —
SOUTH THOMASTON
The strength of gold and land;
—
17
Massachusetts ............... ....... —
; The wide world has not wealth to buy
—
Michigan ....................... ....... —
19
TUESDAY EVG., NOV. 5 The power In my right hand!
Minnesota
.................... ....... —
11
Supper at 6.30. Priced at 35c
While there's a grief to seek redress.
—
Or balance to adjust.
Missouri ......................... ....... —
15
The work will be in thr Third
Where weighs our living manhood less
Montana ..... ................... ...... 4
Degree, and will be Inspected hr
Than Mammon s vilest dust
7
Nebraska .................. ......... —
While there's a right to need my
R. W. Louis A. Walker. D.D.G.M.
vote.
—
Nevada .
........ 3
All Master Masons cordially
A wrong to sweep away.
4
New Hampshire .....-...... ........ —
invited
Up! clouted knee and ragged coat!
—
16
A mans a man today!
New Jersey .................... ......... —
132-133
—
—John Oreenleaf Whittier
New Mexico ............... ____ 3
—
47
New York ...................... ........ —
4
North Dakota
......... ........ —
—
26
Ohio .............................. ....... —
—
Oklahoma ..................... ....... 11
5
Oregon .......................... ....... —
36
Pennsylvania ................ ....... —
'
—
4
Rhode Island .................. ....... —
4
South Dakota ................ ....... —
4
—
Utah ..............................
3
Vermont ......................... ....... —
8
—
Washington .................. ....... —
8
—
West Virginia ................
12
Wisconsin ..................... ....... —
3
—
Wyoming ....................... ....... —
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
Solid South .................... ....... 124

ROCKLAND LODGE

ARMISTICE
BALL

ARMISTICE NIGHT, MON., NOV. 11
MUSIC BY

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
DANCING 8.30 TO 12.00

CASH DOOR PRIZE
DANCE FAVORS
TURKEY-CHICKEN BEANO
OPENS 7.00 O’CLOCK—NO ADMISSION

133-135

BIG RADIO COWBOY JAMBOREE
TONY, JUANITA AND BUDDY
In American Folk Songs

AL. RAWLEY’S WILD AZALEAS
New England's No. 1 Hill-billy Band
Plus

JERRY AND SKY, the Lonesome Trailers
300 SOUVENIRS TO THE FIRST 300 ATTENDING 4.00 P. M.
MATINEE

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
Matinee 4.00 o'clock. Evening 8.00 o’clock
PRICES: 10c, 25c, plus Tax; 20c. 40c, tax included

133-134

196
13S
Total ......................... ........ 196
All of those States in the doubtful column have shown a
marked Wlllkie trend and it would not be at all surprising If
the Republican nominee captured every one of them. But, on
the other hand, the enormous Democratic majorities of 1936
have to be overturned and this means that the defection among
the Democrats on the third term issue must be considerably
more than has appeared on the surface.
Approaching the doubtful group, it is apparent that the
President must carry either New’ York or Ohio and five of the
other States in the group besides. This is a task which would
seem probable if there were any recent drift in that direction.
But the trend is the other way.
Mr. Willkie, on the other hand, has the egde in Connecti
cut, Idaho, Wyoming and Missouri which accounts for 30 votes
and he definitely has a better chance of carrying Ohio with its
26 votes than Mr. Roosevelt has, so that we have here a bloc of
56 votes. This brings Mr. Willkie’s total to 252 and since New
York's 47 are seemingly more likely to be in the Wlllkie than
the Roosevelt column, the Republican nominee would have
299 or well ln excess of the needed 266.
There are other states which might be called “reserves”
for Willkie. Maryland 8, Washington 8. and New Jersey 16,
and even California 22, constitute a bloc of 54 votes that
are causing the New Deal high command sleepless nights
and may ultimately be found in large part. In the Willkie
column, offsetting a possible loss of New York or Pennsyl
vania or Ohio but not any two of them.
The "ratio of doubt” formula leads me to conclude that
Wendell Willkie will win the election by a minimum of 278
and a maximum of 336

Tuesday
IssueJ

Volume 95............ Number 133.

THREE CENTS A COPT

CIVIL WAR SOLDIER STANDS GUARD

“The Black Cat”

Story of Sumner Tomb In Appleton, Where
Musicale Was Given In Memory of The Departed

In every newspaper man's career
Is some outstanding event which
he always recalls with a pardonable
degree of pride. W. L. Robbins,
editor of the Deer Isle Messenger,
devotes his column, "From My Win
dow." this week, to "The story of a
scoop," said scoop being an inter
view with Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
when she passed through Caribou
while he was managing the Aroos
took Republican. Editor Robbins
had received a tip from Van Buren
that Mrs. Roosevelt was heading
that way. and he hastily assembled
the citizenry to see her. Not only
got a nice interview, but some nice
pictures.
The Sumner tomb in Pine Grove Cemetery at Appleton.

In Saturday's issue of The Cou
rier-Gazette appeared a picture of
Appleton's famous "Oakes Man
sion.” and the monument, ln Pine
Grove cemetery which was erected
by the owner of the mansion. Mrs.
Adelaid Estelle Oakes in loving
memory of her father, the late
Daniel Sullivan.
But Appleton's beautiful home
of the dead provides another
mecca which has drawn countless
visitors to that spot —the Sumner
tomb, shown in the above picture.
Approximately 30 feet in width,
and about 12 feet in height at the
arch it is the dominant feature of
one of Maine's most admired ceme
teries.
The marble door remains ajar
throughout the Summer season,
and visitors gaze in awe and re
spect upon the hermetically sealed
vaults ln which repose the remains
of William Henry Sumner (18491905) and his beloved wife Carrie
Dunton Sumner <1848-1903).
Mr. Sumner was a native of
Appleton, who went West early in
life, there to amass a comfortable
fortune. Mrs. Sumner (born Caro
Simmons) was also a native of
Appleton. Her father was Nathan
iel Simmons, and her mother was
a Dunton. sister of George C. Dun
ton. She had two brothers. Gus.
the elder, lived in Rockland at
one time, and one of his sons, was
George Simmons who died not long
ago. The other brother, Joseph, '
married a Sherman, and went to
Nebraska to make his home. A
married sister, whose name was
not learned by the writer, is said
to have resided in Union.
William Henry Sumners father.
Chester traded at Appleton village
from 1850 to 1859 according to an
account book kept by the late T. j
A. Gushee. William Sumner also
had a brother, and, a sister who
married Oliver Stoddard, who
moved to Belfast. This data ls
kindly furnished by Mrs. Adelia
Gushee of Appleton and is au
thentic according to the best in
formation she was able to obtain
for The Courier-Gazette reporter.
Death came flrst to Mrs. Sum
ner, and fixed in the memory of
the older residents of Appleton is
the musicale which was held on
the Sumner lot 36 years ago. The
following invitation was issued:
Friends ot
MR. WTLLIAM HENRY SUMNER
Are invited to attend a
Musicale
To be given in Pine Grove
Cemetery, Appleton, Maine
Sunday, Sept. 11, 1904
At 2 o’clock p. m.
In memory of his beloved wife
CARRIE DUNTON SUMNER
One of God's sweetest singers who
entered paradise May 31st 1903
The throng which attended the
service stood silently before the
tomb, beholding on either side of

East Warren Fire
Inmates Had a Narrow
Escape When Sanborn
Place Was Destroyed
Fire, starting apparently from
a defective chimney, destroyed the
Sanborn place at East Warren
Sunday night. Mrs. Sanborn dis
covered the blaze between the
floors of the first and second story,

AURORA LODGE
A. F. & A. M.
MEETING

In THOMASTON

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6
SUPPER 6.30—40 CENTS

Thirty American circuses and
-Photo by Guy Nicholas. some 300 carnivals now utilize mo
tor vehicles in numbers ranging
from several units to whole fleets.
The first big circus to be complete
ly motorized, about a decade ago,
estimated that for each month it
was on the road it saved $20,000 in
operating expenses by using motor
trucks.
Some years ago Rockland had a
veteran hotel clerk who wore the
title of captain, and who was as
original as he was genial. He had
an inevitable greeting for friends
who dropped Into the lobby o'
nights for a cihat. "Nothing new, I
hope." the captain always said. And
doubtless you will get his meaning
though it was oddly expressed.

Among those who sat near the
little Rockland delegation at the
Bowdoin-Bates football game ln
Lewiston Saturday was Judge Harry
Mansur of the Supreme Bench,
who was most highly liked and es
teemed when he came to Rockland
to preside over Superior Court ses
sions. Like the rest of us Judge
Mansur sat. unprotected, ln the
driving rain for three hours, and
no play seemed to escape his keen
gaze. Maine Judges are fine foot
ball fans. We always meet Justice
Chapman of Portland at the Bow
doin games and for many seasons
I had the pleasure of exchanging
greetings with tlie late Justice Far
rington of Augusta.

Appletons Civil War memorial

standing guard over the tomb.

—Photo by Guy Nicholas.
Mackle
the entrance two lovely statues, i Always,
Nearer My Ood To Thee
said to have been imported from
Tlie program concluded, Mr
Italy at a cost of $1000 each—one
Omblematu of Sorrow and the Sumner entered the tomb alone,
and sinking to his knees wept un
other of Music
The program was furnished by restrainedly over the casket where
the Farwell Opera House Orchestra lay the remains of his loved one.
of Rockland, with Mi&s Lottie Mc- Outside his friends stood with bared
Laughlin—then at the daw’ning of j heads, no word spoken,
a brilliant musical career—as the ■ Thirty-six years have passed, but
soloist. Selections which had been I
dramatic incident will linger
favorites of Mrs. Dunton were sung 1 50 ^onS as life endures on the part
and played, the program being as of the survivors who were present.
And the soldier who stands guard
follows:
Alice Where Art Thou.
Ascher O'1 the Civil War memorial, erected
Holy city,
Stephen Adams 50 feet from the tomb through Mr.
Oh! Promise Me,
R de Koven Sumner's generosity, will look with
Lapoloma-Serenade,
Ballom unflinching eye, upon that tomb
Beneath the Pines of Maine.
Rolfe
i wherein lies a devoted couple.
Then You'll Remember Me.
Love and Passion,
Behrend i <aUardin<t them for centuries to
Crossing the Bar,
Braham come—for eternity.
Hark! Hark!.

Our 'Warren correspondent got
several chuckles from the defini
tions of the following common
words in use so much in these days
of ‘isms' and wishes to pass them
on to our readers. The clipping
was taken from a trade bulletin.
Socialism—You have two cows—
you give one to your neighbor.
Communism—You have two cows
—you give both to the government.
Fascism—You have two cows—you
keep the cows, give the government
the milk. The government sells
part of the milk back to you.
Nazism—You have two cows—
Government shoots you, and takes
both cows.
New Deal—You have two cows—
government shoots one cow, milks
the other cow and pours the milk
down a sewer.
Capitalism—You have two cows,
you sell one cow and buy a bull.
Democracy—You have two cows,
one of them gets sick; the bank
rings up every 15 minutes to see
how it is—no foolin’. One cow dies,
the bank seizes the other one, then
asks you to send up the milk can
and the churn. Meantime, you go
on relief.

as she was preparing William, her
The past week local Girl Scouts
13-months old son, for bed. She have been making the most of Na
rushed up stairs to awake her tional Girl Scout Week. On Sun
daughters. Doris 12, and Carrie 10, day the Scouts attended the differ
who were asleep in the room over ent churches, 19 at the Methodist
the kitchen, and found the flames Church with Captain Trask. Nov
already starting hi the floor and j 27'
Scouts witli Dorothy Trask
the room full of smoke. Tlie young- ; as leader, went up on Dodge s
er children were taken to the home Mountain on a scavenger hike
of Mrs. Ralph Burkett about a Tuesday nigiit 14 members of Troop
mile away from the Sanborn place. No. 2 Brownies, with Janet Smith
Three older children, Herbert. as le ader. hiked to the top of Middle
Floyd and Donald, at a neighbor's ! street hill
Each Patrol held
at the time, ran home in time to meeting Wednesday night. The
help thelr grandfather, Willard Brownie Scouts held Thursday the
Sanborn, Sr., take a few pieces of birthday of Mrs. Juliette Low, their
furniture from the house which founder, and paid tribute by singing
burned flat ln about an hour. The taps at 9 p. m. The theatre party
father, an employe at the cement scheduled to bring the week’s ac
plant in Thomaston from 3 to 11 t'vities to a close was postponed
p. m. was at his work. The San until this week. Several tests will
born family escaped with only also be passed and new projects
their clothes which they had on gotten under way Including rehearsat the time, the three younger i als for the "Blue Bonnet Varieties
of 1940."
children ln night clothes.
Included In the loss were 50 [
. . bushels of potatoes in cartons in ' home of relatives for the night
an upstairs room, and 350 jars of I after the father came from work,
home-canned materials. The fam- I There was' no insurance, and no.
Ily planned to go to the Rockland estimate was made of tlie loss.

Almost 70 percent of
in London have been
places of safety in the
there such a thing as
where?

the children
removed to
country. Is
safety, any

Maine's young men are being
brought up right, from the stand
point of tlie Republican party, at
least. At the University of Maine
70 percent of the students voted for
Willkie and at Bates College the
vote was 2 to 1 in his favor. The
other two Maine colleges were sim
ilarly minded.

Cortland apples, raised by Axel
Nelson of Thomaston, proved the
basis for some delicious cider, a
generous sample of which was left
at this office for The Black Cat to
lap up.

A few small bets have been made
locally on the outcome of today’s
election, but the day of big election
bets in this city seems to have
passed, along with wheelbarrow and
non-shaving bets.
One year ago: At the annual
meeting of Maine Chapter, Daugh
ters of Founders and Patriots of
America. Mrs. E. F. Olover of Rock
land was elected secretary.—Rich
ard Hussey. 11, was seriously in
jured In a fall at the freight yard.—
Maude OBrien Hallowell, 59, died
at her home on Pleasant street.
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Recor<linss ,n Review
Thou wentest forth for the sal
vation of thy people.—Hab. 3:13.

Book Review
(By K. S. F)
Slava Bohn, the story of the l)ukobors by J. F C. Wright, Farrar ARinehart Inc Publishers New York.

There is fire and passion all
through this extremely colorful
story of the people who fled trc ■
Russian tyranny to seek homes i .
the new world and fre c.-i
thelr souls and hearts.
The meaning of this title 'S
Bohn'’ means “Praise Ood.'' v
is
phrase ln the greetings, an .
also the farewell used by this itiie Dukhobors
It was about the middle of the
17th Century when this religious
sect originated In the southern oart
of Russia. They lived through per
secutions and sorrows and hardships
with valcr, finally In the 19th cen
tury migrated to Canada. Without
money to provide tools they made
them out of the provisions cf Na
ture.
Having no horses they
hitehed themselves to their plows
and tilled the sell. They built vil
lages: they held to many primitive
customs and fought in defiance of
the 30th century civilization and
its laws.
This is an absorbing story and
the first time told in all its reality.
The author, Mr Wright, lived
among these Dukhobors and literal
ly extracted the story from them.
He tells it as only a good newspa
per man can tell a story—vigorously
and poignantly
This book forms a new chapter in
the settlements of peoples of dif
ferent countries in this continent
He eweeps the .
his novel with a p.
virile. Bound in th
of Farrar and Rinehart publishing
house that stands for best in meat
and measure.

'a

To Become Grace Line’s Property

These Records May Be
Heard At Maine Music
Co.. Rockland

Every-Othcr-Day
Van

The Community
Bowling
League

&

By
RUTH WARD

With college football game in
air, it is appropriate that the Decca
present an alubm of marches fa
mous in college bands. Included
are: Strike Up The Band; The
Rangers' Song: Your Land and My
Land; March Of the Musketeers:
On, Wisconsin; Valencia; The
Caissons Oo Rolling Along; and
General Pershing March. Three
bands take the recording spotlight
n this rarade of favorites, the
cca band, the American Legion
'■ ’loll', wood, and the King's

The standing of the two leagues
up to this week ls:
American League
W
L. Pet.
733
4
Perry's Markets .... . 11
4
.733
Texaco ................. . 11
.600
Post Ofllce
9
6
7
.533
McIntosh Ices
8
.467
8
Harding Wonders . 7
.400
6
9
Mid-Town .......
Snow's Shipyards . 5 10
333
Flits ....................
200
3 12
• • • •
National League
w
L. Pet.
10
0
1.000
Kiwanis
1
Race ...................
14
.933
.800
3
Old Timers .......... 12
.666
5
Coca Cola ............
19
.600
Feyler’s
............. . 3
2
Gulf ...................... . 3
7
300
266
Swift ....................
4 11
Water Co................
4 11
266
Armour's
.266
4 11

Balen ...........

11

.266 240. A. Winslow 249; total 1236.
Matches in the American League
The Old Timers W
’on five points tonight are: Post Office vs. Midwon
Friday night, taking the total in a Town; and Snow's Shipyards vs.
n atch with Swift Co. by 63 pins. Perry's Markets. Wednesday night;
Francis Richardson had 272 for Elks vs McIntosh Ices: and Texaco
high total, and no singles went up vs. Harding's Wonders.
to 100, Benner having the highest
with 97.
Engineering in the new 1941 auto
Coca Cola won the first two strings mobiles reaches even into the seat
and the Water Co. won the third cushions. For example, the Ford
string by one pin. taking one point. motor cars have eat cushions with
Glidden had 268 for high total, and individually pocketed springs, cov
Heal 1C8 for high single.
ered with a thick rubberized pad.
Old Timers (5)—Miller 256. R The soft "floating" edge of the Ford
Richardson 234. Leach 263, F. Rich cushions makes edges yield as gent
ardson 272. Eenner 265; total 1287. ly as the center.
Swift Co. (0>—Gardner 254. Small
213, Lufkin 247, Leeman 253, BowAt no point in the 1941 Ford cars
is there direct metallic contact be
ley 254: total 1218
Coca Cola <41—Gregory 241, Gro tween body and frame. A new
ver !?62, Mitchell 269, Heal 243, Glid- type cf rubber insulator, twice as
laige as the kind formerly used,
den 298: total 1319.
Water Co. (11—C Winslow, 241, helps block out road noise and
Curtis 259, Seavey 211, •3immcns chassis sounds.

r ■ j -1 end hi Royal
Cat
m-dley of Notre
Dame r '
• Decca. Includ
ed are
:c
the famous songs
from the r en: picture "Knute
Rcckne." N t-» Dame Our Mother:
Hike Notr; Dame; and the Notre
Dame Victory March are some of
tlie pieces on this new record.
Prairieland Lullaby swung by
John Scott Trotter and his or
chestra Is a new piece from
the Paramount Picture. "Arizona
Sketches " Bing Crosby takes the
out the farm and home plans, the
vocal on this smooth number. Also
purpose of which ls to re-establish
from Decca comes Dick Powell
the family on a self-supporting, in
Hails from Rockland, Me., and named after our famous clipper ship.
Tumbledown Ranch In
dependent basis. No loan is made
Arizona He Is assisted by the
Private advices yesterday received
The Red Jacket, Inclusive of some t Through the influence of Mr. until Its expenditure is carefullyFoursome and Victor Young's or
by E. C Moran, Jr., former mem alterations and improvements, cost Moran the namesake of the famous planned."
chestra This song of the open
ber of the Maritime Commission,
spaces is well adapted to Powell’s
state that the Grace Line has ex about $2,500,000 It has been in com- Rockland-built clipper ship was
voice and has a grand rhythm. erclsed its option on the C-2 cargo' mission little more than a year, documented at this port, and the
Jimmy Dorsey bring Whispering ship Red Jacket, and will come making successful voyages between
new owners with thelr well known
Grass iDon't Tell the Trees' with into full possession of that fine the west coast of the United States I respect for tradition will undoubtBob Eb?rly taking the vocal spot craft on Its return voyage from and the west coast of South andiedly continue to have It hall from
light. This is a swell new number South America, about Dec 7.
Centra! America.
| Rockland. Maine.
and is destined to go places. Paul
»*■ Bye-Lo-Bye Luiaccompanied by "Music
l/JUAV QITI)rn|An |’||l|DT
ls a swrl
little tune and Is played in the in
imitable style of Russ Morgan I Justice Oeorge L. Emery of Bid- (M. Daniello, both of Rockland,
With Minimum Cash Out
Last frem Decca comes the Mills deford will preside over tlie term married at________
Rockland________
January
lay-Miss St. Pierre’s
Brothers swinging a new piec- of Knox County Superior Court ,g 191g. libeUant
for~custody
frem a new motion picture. This which begins Wednesday morning ! nf minne /»hllHron William Tntoivb
Hints To Housekeepers
time it's Once Upcn A Dream, done S Attention is directed to the fact of minor children. William Joseph
and
Mont
Trainer
Danieilo.
Tiras only they know how. This has ; that the usual opening on a TuesMany farm wives in this vicinity
tlie rhythm that lew people can , day is deferred on account cf the rell for libellant.
'look forward to a Winter of wellCharlie Lawry Christens attain and yet it is not dressed up 1 National election. Judge Emery Jessie R. Carswell from James .. ,
Carswell both of Camden, married balanced m<aU wlth 4 minimum of
Ft. McKinley Alleys and
Eddy Duchin, recording for Co- will be a guest at Hotel Rockland
outlay, according to Miss St.
lumbia. puts June Robbins and during the session which may or atChicago, Feb. 14.1927; Libeliant, cas-Joutlay^i
“Gets His Man”
custody ofminor
minorchildren
children «
Pierre,
home management superJohn Drake through their paces I may not last more than one week asks forcustody
e,
home
visor for the Farm Security Admin
Our old friend iQ. P. F.) Lawry with Our Love Affair. This swell Miss Gladys M Niles of Bar.gor James and Ross. Tirrell for libel
istration in Hancock, Knox and
lant.
returned to the Fort Friday noon piece Is from "Strike Up The will be the Court stenographer.
Waldo counties. To these women,
Philip
Arcum
Wood
from
PrisBand
"
Tliis
pair,
combined
with
|
There
are
71
new
entries
on
the
in order to christen the new bowling alley at Fort McKinley He Duchin. makes this disc an excel- : civil docket and several prospec- villa Smith Wood both of Rockland, "live within your income" means,
rolled the first ball in the first ient job From Columbia “Okeh' tivetrials are Jockeying for!,^rled at °°u‘d«>oro N°'’
23- not scrimping to make ends meet,
but living well on an abundance of
string on the new alley. CharUe record.s comes Dick Jurgens with j tion. Three cases involving statuGrosman for libellant,
won over Corporal Harmon of San- jn \ M onbeat Tlie vocal is taken tory oflense and one for alleged ; Betty iteSan Valtades irom home-grown food.
A heme-management plan antici
ford with a score of 478 to 465
bv Harrv Cool, who really wabble.' drunken driving are on the crim- J^rarsimus Valiades both of Rocki Inal docket
i land, married at Rockland Feb. 18. pates family needs for the coming
Charlie has arranged fcr a match this to perfection.
year, from cod liver oil to shoes, its
The wish for citizenship noted >
Grossman for libellant.
next Saturday between the Rock
To turn to sacred music. Colum
Evelyn N Robinson from Otis A. most important provision being the
land Locals and the Fort team bia brings two spirituals. The first j in aU other Maine counties apcanning budget.
John Thomas, the Orand Old Man Oo Dawn Moses, is done by the' Phes equally to Kr.ox. for there Robinson both of Cushing, married
Pantries are being stocked with
at
Rockland
March
12.
1932.
Butler
of bowling is Invited to be a mem Charioteers and is a grand job j *re
applications to be heard
hundreds of quarts of canned fruits,
for
libeUant.
ber of the Rocklar.d team.
The blending of voices ln this' Thursday morning
Gladys M. Thomas from Harold tomatoes, and a variety of leafy
After the 5-string match Friday piece, make the song real and give
A.
Thomas both of Rockland, mar green and yellow vegetables, and
night Lawry was guest at the Non- a lasting impression. Finally, on
Court will be opened with prayer ried at Rockland August 29, 1918. potatoes, turnips and other root
coms Club of ggt. Richard Moore "Okeh" records. Roy Acuff and His ! by Rev J. Charles MacDonald.
vegetables are being stored for the
Wilbur for libellant.
of Battery F and of Corporal Boys disc Weary River, another
Sheriff Ludwick s appointments
long winter months ahead. “The
George
A.
Thurston
from
Evelyn
Whalen of Battery B of the 8th spiritual. Unlike the other, this Is include: Alton Dunbar. Camden,
L. Thurston, both of Rockland, well-planned kitchen graden—a very
Coast Artillery.
faster moving and does not carry messenger; J D Pease in charge of married at Appleton Aug. 26. 1933. important part of the home plan—
S. M. P.
as much feeling. The blending of «rand Jury; Robert Linscott and Wilbur for libellant.
not only yields plenty of fresh vege
voices, however, gives it a quality I Harry D. Phillips in charge of
Kenneth A. Wing of Rockland tables from Spring to late Summer,”
; traverse Jury; Granville N. BachelRead The Courier-Oazette
all its own.
from Marion Wing of Camden, Miss St Pierre said, “but also pro
der, crier.
married at Camden Feb. 22, 1933. vides those vitamins and minerals
• B • •
which everyone, especially growing
“LET’S SEE . .. WHAT’S NEXT?”
These new divorce entries are in Roberts for libellant.
children, needs during the Winter
Leroy
D.
Perry
from
Myrtle
E
order for hearing:
for building up resistence. and gen
Richard A. Searles of Rockland Perry both cf Rockland, married
eral good health.”
from Virginia M Searles of Whit at Rockrand Feb. 11, 1911. Roberts
The yerly household budget in
insville, Mass. married at Rockland for libellant.
cludes plenty of milk for the chil
Leslie
A.
Thompson
of
St.
George
March 29. 1938 Wilbur for libellant
dren nd grewn-ups, and a supply
ALL FLAVORS
Ethel M. Anderson of St George from Gladys M. Thompson of Rock
land, married at Friendship July; of meats such as home-preserved
from Carl Anderson of Wakefield,
23, 1921. Roberts for libellant.
iiork. lamb, beef and poultry. “After
Mass. married at St. George Sept
PKGS
Eugenia M Reynolds from Wal- all," remarked Miss St. Pierre ‘it
7. 1929. Libellant asks for custody ter C Reynolds, both of Camden, j seems rather foolish to sell one's
of minor child. Neil R. Wilbur for
married at Rockland March 14. prdouce and then buy it at a retail
libellant
1934.
Libellant asks for custody of price. Isn’t a farmer's best mar
Emily G. Vultiggo of Rockland
ket his own dinner table?"
from Jacob Vultiggo of Boston minor children. Patricia A. and
"Long-term loans for the purchase
Malcolm
E
Montgomery
and
Gillmarried at Rockland Feb. 1, 1913.
of seed, fertilizer, tools and operat
mor
for
libellant.
Roberts for libellant
Harriet L. Oray from Percy A. ing equipment are made by the U.
Charles L. Brown of Hcpe from
S. Department of Agriculture,
Marjorie R. Brown of Wakefield, Gray both of Rockport, married at through the Farm Security Admin
Rcckiand
Nov.
22.
1924.
Libellant
Mass., married at Camden «ug. 11,
asks for custody of minor children, istration, to deserving, low-income
1932. C F Dwinal for libellant.
farmers who can't get credit else
Charles Steeves of Rockland from Percy A. Jr., and Mary L. Mont where,” explained Miss St. Pierre.
gomery
&
Gillmor
for
libellant.
Mattie Steeves of Cohasset, Mass,
1 LB
Vivian A. Burridge from Joseph "The borrower offers as his chief
married at Macon. Oa . March 15,
PKGS
R Burridge, both of Camden, mar security his and his family’s abso
1926. Burgess for libellant.
lute willingness and ability to carry
Josephine L. Cargill of Rockland ked at Camden April 23, 1928
Libellant
asks
for
custody
of
minor
....................
from Leland A. Cargill of Lyme, N.
H.. married at Warren. Nov 26, 1933. children, Edith J. and Joseph R, Jr. rled at Vinalhaven Dec. 20, 1913.
Libellant asks for custody of minor
Libellant a-ks for custody of minor C. F Dwinal for libellant.
Ruth
I.
Lawry
from
Charles
K.
child, Pauline I.
Burrows for
child, Marion Elizabeth. Burgess
Lawry both of Vinalhaven, mar- libellant.
for libellant.
Barbara K Hall of Camden from
Sayward N. Hall of Thomaston,
married at Camden, June 8. 1928
QUICK oi SLOW
Libellant asks for cu-tody of minor
children. Sayward, Jr. and Richard.
LARGE
Z. M. Dwinal for libellant.
PKG
Millicent S. Swift from Frank
The person who tarries bell inti a cqg never knows "wliat's next.”
Swift, both of Camden, married at
Poughkeepsie, N. Y„ September 23,
1923. Z. M. Dwinal for libellant.
Phyllis G. Smith of Rockport from
AR owners can easily avoid prac- of the cooling system is the firat step
Ira Smith of Lee married at Lin
WHITE HOUSE
tically all their winter motor to be taken. The next one is to use
coln June 28 1935. Libellant asks
troubles. The recipe has just been an anti-freeze that will really keep
for custody of minor child, George
V
made public in a study prepared by rust and corrosion under control. The
Lowell. Burges- for libellant. Ran
automotive experts. It is the pre- most effective inhibitors are more
dolph A. Weatlierbee for libellee.
winter check-up of the car's cooling likely to be found in the permanent
Florence M. Daniello from Albert
anti-freezes because their inhibitors
1 POUND
system.
C. Daniello. both of Rcckiand, mar
ECONOMY
One of the most serious cold- have to stand up during an entire
ried
at
Rcckiand
Jan.
18,
1918.
PACKAGE
weather complaints that attack a winter’s driving. They are not added
Delaying your order for D. & H. Anthra
Burgess for libellant.
cooling system can result, it appears, to from time to time as in the case of
cite is unwise with Winter right on your
Beatrice Gillette from Kenneth from a defective hose. Although the alcohol solutions.
Gillette both of Rockland, married hose looks all right, the lining may
doorstep. Be sure of all the heat your home
But even a permanent anti-freeze,
at Union Jan. 31, 1932. Burrows have rotted. As the water races the report warns, should be selected
needs—order D. & H Anthracite today.
for libellant.
through, it carries pieces of this rub- with an eye to getting the utmost in
Priscilla S. Wood from Philip A. ber into the radiator, clogging the 1 engineering experience in the cornWood, both cf Rockland, married tubes.
bining of an anti-freeze and its inhiCALL 487
at Gouldsboro, Nov. 23, 1938. Bur
Old hose hardens, too, and the con- ! bitors. One permanent anti-freeze
rows for libellant.
nections break. This break will cause has a record of successful use in
Grace E. McCartney of Rcckiand air suction and, of course, the anti- 40,000,000 automobiles.
from Lewis W. McCartney of freeze will begin to leak out. Water J In installing such a permanent
Friendship, married at Bangor Dec. mixed with air speeds up rust and anti-l"reeze care must be taken, the
ROCKLAND, MAINE
23, 1908. Libellant asks for custody corrosion faster than any other one! report points out, never to fill the
bars
of minor child, Barbara E. Burrows factor. All joints and the seams radiator to the top. Plenty of room
of
the
radiator
core
should
also
should
be
allowed
for
the
solution
for libellant.
Dorothy E. Jones from Richard be checked. Leaks are very tricky to expand as it warms up. The engineers advise that when the antiL Jones, both of Rockland, mar thingS to find.
Rust and corrosion cut down th" freeze is first put in, the engine
ried at Rockland, Nov. 23. 1936.
Libellant asks for custody of minor radiator’s cooling capacity so much should be run for a few minutes. Thia
child. Marcia Anne. Tirrell for that the engine boils in its “hot releases trapped air and mixes the
libellant.
| spots”.
solution thoroughly before the car is
Albert C. Daniello from Florence
A thorough check-up and cleaning exposed to freezing tempera

\
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Enjoy the Thrill of Fine Quality
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TEA
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Balanced Meals

Threw First Ball

CONFECTIONERY SUGAR 1«fe’l5<

j

JELL-O

4

|9<

CREAM

NATION-WIDE

•QZ15c

PITTED DATES

tV

BAKE IT - FRY IT • w GkILL IT

HORMEL'S spam

CAN

21c

TALL
CAN

25c

NO !
CANS

25<

FRIEND'S

MINCEMEAT
SFOKELY'S FANCY

PINEAPPLE JUICE

FOR DELICIOUS PROSTINGS and DESSERTS

* MARSHMALLOW Fluff £„9< & 18<

CORN STARCH
• • THI FAVORITE 0F ANY PARTY / |

17c

QUAKER
OATS

I9<

<0^

CARS-'

WOTH.R DRIVING

EDGEMONT

va

4

I LB. PKO.

A

GINGER f
SNAPS 151

25c

DELIGHTFULLY SEASONED - READY TO SERVE

* HORMEL’S SPICED HAM

can

GENERAL KNOX

MACARONI
,

Spaghetti 2

pkgs

15c

EACH

17c

LIDO

^SPAGHETTI DINNERS

C

COFFEE

23c

LUX

M. B. & C. 0. FERRY

TOILET SOAP

4

25c

UNDERWOOD’S

DEVILED HAM
SMALL CAN

MED CAN

LARGE CAN

fc

E4<

23c

STOKELY'S

PINEAPPLE JUICE

27c

STOKELY'S—FANCY

SPINACH

Nc°a2n"

18c

NATION - WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

ANTI

ITE
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TALK OF THE TOWN

News has been received hole of
the drowning of Edward Hcrnci:
of Owls Head, when he was washed
overboard from a scallop drag?er.
on a trip out of New Bedford,
Mass.

Nov. 5 Presidential Election
Nov. 5—Owl's Head—Parent-Teach
er Assn meets at Ingraham Hill
School
Nov. 5.—Camden Puppet Show at
Opera House, benefit District Nursing
Assn.
Nov. 5—Warren—Yankee
Trading
Post at Glover hall auspices Warren
schools.
Nov. 5-7—Lewiston—Poultry show ln
armory.
Nov
9 Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets with St George Grange.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—National Roll-Call ol Red
Cross begins.
Nov. 12—Red Cross mass meeting at
8 p. m at High School auditorium
Nov. 12 — Rockport — Oarden Club
meets with Mrs. viola Spear.
Nov 16 Warren—Entertainment by
Community Players at Town Hall;
benefit Finnish Relief.
Nov 19—Thomaston—Third District
Council. American Legion Auxiliary
meets at Methodist vestry.
Nov 21 Thanksgiving Day.
Nov 21—Camden Outing Club ban
quet at Masonic hall.
Nov 26-27-Rockpon—Senior class
play "Uncle Tom's Cabin" at Town
hall.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Dav In Maine
Nov 28 Jimmie and Dick's new
Radio Show at Community Building
Dec. 5-6—Rickland High School
senior class play "Foot-Loose."

American Art Week Nou? Being Observed at Library

The radio singers heard each
morning except Saturday and Sun
day over WABI at 9 o'clock and
known as the Gospelites, or Ed and
Wern, will be at the Pentecostal
Tabernacle tomorrow for one night
only at 7.30 o'clock.

Walter Weeks and “Cap'’ Free
man were back home with a deer
apiece after a single day's absence
and down arcund the Bean Barrel
Club some mean and libelous in
sinuations are flying about. Maybe
they stopped at an over-night
camp.

Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Brown went
to Waterville Friday and attended
Inspection of Halifax Auxiliary. J
They were accompanied by deputy
Bessie Bowers of Camden. Thurs
day they will go to Skowhegan for I
Inspection of Canton Somerset I
Auxiliary.

Inspection of Canton Lafayette
Aurora Lodge. F.A.M., meets in and Auxiliary will be held Wed
Thomaston Wednesday night with nesday night. The inspecting offi
cer of the Auxiliary will be Susie I
a 4O-cent supper at 6 30.
O. Baker of Bangor, Associate
In connection with the Eastern president and the reviewing officer
Star fair Friday there will be beano Blanche Crommett of Augusta.
in the evening. The committee is Supper will be served before the
assembling some desirable prizes. ceremonies.

Rockland High was defeated 12 to
0 on a rain-soaked field in Winslow
Saturday, it being a very close
struggle up to the last period. Story
to be told in Thursday's issue.

Patrolman Frank C. Bridges, a
patient at the Eastern Maine Gen
eral Hospital hi Bangor, was home
over the weekend.- He has returned
for treatment for an indefinite
period.
A Rockville hydrant was knocked
galley-west Sunday night, and a
new one was being set yesterday.
Rum and water do not mix.
though of course this may have
been purely accidental.

The first draft Isn't going to hit
Knox County very hard as It will
be required to furnish only two
men as its share of Maine's quota
of 80. Lincoln furnishes one man
Waldo two and Hancock 3.
Fire in Belfast Sunday night
damaged a three story block.
Among the tenants was Mrs. Fred
G. Spinney, wife of a former Rock
land resident, who conducted a
millinery shep and woman s ex
change.

Funeral services for Ernest A.
Glidden of Waldoboro, formerly of
this city will be held at 2 p. m. to
day from his late home ln Waldo
boro. Mr. Olidden, widely known
as a manufacturer of monuments
and memorials in stone, died Sat
urday.

Mrs. Ned Pierce of Friendship re
ceived two bad cuts on her head,
and her husband a head wound
when their Terraplane, driven by
Mrs. Pierce, was hi collision with
another car on Route 32 in Jeffer
son Sunday afternoon. Miss Ma
rlon Baird of Friendship, a passen
ger in the car, received minor In
juries. They were brought to a
Rockland hospital for treatment.
The accident occurred east of the
village near the top of a hill and
was Investigated by State Police.
LOST ALL HIS
HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS

An appeal is herewith made in
behalf of a World War veteran
who recently lost every article of
his household effects by Are. ThLs
man has six minor children and
the need for furniture, bedding,
beds etc., is acute.' Any person
having furniture of any kind
which they are willing to do
nate should either phene Carl O
Nelson at 983 or 714-W to have
the articles called for or deliver
the articles themselves at the C.
M. Blake Wallpaper store, 662
Main street.
At Friday’s Sea Scout meeting
plans were made for the coming
Bridge of Honor to be held again at
the Thorndike under the Lions
sponsorship. Besides being present
ed with service stars, merit badges,
and advancement badges, the Scouts
will also furnish part of the enter
tainment. A special meeting will be
held Wednesday night of this week
for those interested in passing tests
before the Bridge. Friday night
the examining board will be present
to make decisions on advancement.

A subscription renewal was in
yesterday's mail from Mrs. F. S.
Mills, a former Rockland woman
whose loyalty to her old home
city and her old home paper may
be gauged from the fact that she
The work on the Bath Iron
continues to read the paper after
Works yacht “Aletes” is nearing
long years of absence, and with
completion at Snow’s Shipyards,
badly failing eyesight.
where it has been receiving gen
The new Cunningham comet eral bottom work and recondition
which promises to be the brightest ing of the hull. The Portland
since the famous Halley comet In Socony tanker has had engine re
1910. will become visible through pairs. and the smack ''Mayfiower''
binoculars almost any day. Its dis is having an engine installed. The
coverer, Leland E. Cunningham, new trawler "North Star” is now
son of Raymond Cunningham of receiving its final coat of paint,
9 Cobb road, said Thursday. It is and when a winch is received and
whizzing toward earth at the rate installed, the boat will have Its
of nine miles a second, but it still trial run and will depart. Work on
140.000.000 miles away. Mr. Cun Hull No. 19 is progressing speedily,
ningham. discoverer of the comet, and a 575 h. p. Fairbanks Morse
was born on the Birch Point road engine will be Installed as soon as
In Wiscasset and since the death it is received.
of his mother nine years ago his
BORN
father has been living with his
Webber—At Stonington n-t. 26. to
sister, Mrs. Herbert Stevens, Bath.
Mr and Mrs Norman Webber, twin
—Bath Times
sons Roland Norman and Richard

This is opportunity's last knock
as far as that delicious fresh fruit
peach ice cream made by E. &
M., is concerned. The last batch
for the season is now made and
may be obtained at your E. &
M. dealer's. E. & M. refuse to use
any except fresh fruit peaches ln
making this peach ice cream which
has proven a taste sensation this
year.—adv.

Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
fn every day at m&jfAite prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
School street, Rockland.
107-tf

INDIGESTION
may idftl the Heart

Oil trapped In lb* itontcb or rullal may art Mk» a
hair trlgfer on the heart At the flrit «l<n of dlatrea
•mart men ami women depend on Bell ana Tab I eta La
ael in free No laxative but made of the faateetactlni medwlnea known for arid lndigeatlon. If the
K1H.MT DORR doesn't »reva BH1 am better, return
boUie te ua and receive DOUBLE Mooaj Back. Jfte.

How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent

FUNERAL HOME

LAST CALL!!!

Harry Berman of Lewiston is a
business visitor In the city today

Rear Admiral George C. Day who
came frequently to this city in
his capacity as president of the
Naval Trial Board, died in the
Washington Naval Hospital Sun
day. aged 69 years. He was a na
tive of Vermont.

Special Services

Rockland won over the Waldo
boro bowling team at the Star
alleys last night by 303 pins Re
port in next issue.

DIED
Lissok—At Pittsfield. Ma-s. Nov. 3. I
Herman Llssok. aged 59 years Funeral
Tuesday at 230 p. m. from 117 Sey
mour street. Pittsfield.
Grant—At Rockland. Nov. 4. Made
line C. Grant, aged 17 years. 6 months.
8 days Funeral Wednesday at 1 p m.
from Russell funeral home.
Inter
ment In Sea View cemetery.
Carroll—At Augusta. Nov. 3. Laura
Carroll aged 39 years. 11 months. 11
days. Private funeral Wednesday at 3
p. m. from Russell funeral home In
terment ln Sea View cemetery.
Fitch At Rockland Nov. 3. Anson
William Fitch, aged 72 years. 23 days
Funeral Tuesday at 2 p. m from Rus
sell funeral home.
Interment In
Washington.
Glidden At Waldoboro. Nov. 2. Er
nest A Glidden. aged 80 years. Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o'clock from residence
Burial ln Rural cemetery.
Day At Waldoboro, Nov. 1. Sarah E .
widow of Lincoln Day. aged 86 years I
Interment ln Rural cemetery.

Stuart C. Burgess, attorney at
’.in, announces the opening of his
new offices in the First Nat‘onf-1
Bank binding. 417 Main stree:,
telephone 416. Dockland.
133,134,136 & 139

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
BINGO
sponser a beano at G AR. hall
SPEAR HALL, TONIGHT, 7.30
Thursday at 2.15. Chicken dinner
door prize with two free specials. Free Dinner, Merchandise Value S2.
133-lt Dcuble Blanket and Two Surprise
Packages
133’lt
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Capt. Keryn ap Rice will be the
guest speaker at the Lions Club
tomorrow. His subject will be con
cerning the Red Cross.

MARRIED
Clark-Young—At Rockland, Nov 2.
Norman Kenneth Clark of Appleton
and Mary Arlerte Young ol Warren Rev. J Charles MacDonald
Watts-Churchill At Rockport. Oct
30 Charles Bentley Watts .and Miss
Hazel Mae Churchill, both of Rocxport.—By Rev. F Ernest Smith.
Flfleld-Soper At Bluehill. Oct 26.
George H. Flfleld of Stonington and
Jeanne Soper of Brooksville Rev. W
H. Whittier

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the E. A. Starrett
Auxiliary, the Mystic Rebekah Lodge,
and the Congregational Church for
the beautiful flowers sent to the fu
neral services of Alice R. Walter, to
thank all for thelr thoughtful acts
during that time, and to express our
appreciation for the kindness shown
Miss Walter during her last Illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Payson
Warren.

Local Employes of the
Iron Works Use That
Method of Commuting

I

The Rockport Farm Bureau will
meet with Mrs. Marian Richards
Wednesday at Rockport for an all
day session. All members are re
quested to attend.

FOOTBALL’S FLOWERS

A youngster, perhaps five years
old, was walking along the street
with his parents. They were poor
ly dressed. A lady walking directh' behind them spied a nickel be
low the turf. She touched the
child's shoulder and said, "Little
boy. would you like to have that
nickle?” The bey jumped to the
spot, grabbed the nickel, looked at
it and then said to his parents,
"Now, we can help Willkie."

Benefit beano, I.O.O.F. hall Fri
day, 7.30. Chicken, door prize, free
specials, three cards; 25c. 133-134

It just wouldn’t be football
season—without Chrysan
themums
and Corsage
Flowers. You can't enjoy
the game fully, unless
Flowers’ colorful charm
completes your costum ?!
Which we address to the
girls, quite evidently. But!
—this is equally important
to remember, If you are a
fellow, who is taking a girl!

Rev. Estelle Crutcher of Wollas
ton, Mass., who has been conduct
ing a successful series of services
at the Mountain Road Church of
the Nazarene.

WEDDING
Invitations
SO genuine engraved announce
ment! with envelopes to match

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
133-131

We have the largest and finest

selection

ol

genuine

nouncements in town.

y

You can

MONEY

OUR PRICE INCLUDES THE COST

OF THE PLATE.

• • •

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

If you lose on the

FRUIT

election! So what?

PEACH

Pay your bet with a Gregory
Hat and then put yourself ln the
shoes of the winner by buying
one for yourself.
Grand selections for the man
who guesses right . ., and wrong.
At 85.00 you ran pay your bet
in great shape and for another
85.00 you can look as happy as
thoigh the other fellow were
paying the bet and the bill.

ICE CREAM
This is the last batch of E.AM.’s
delirious Fresh Fruit Peach lee
Cream available this season.

New Hals for Thanksgiving.

S2.95 to $6.00

Order Now!
At All E. & M. Dealers

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTI-E RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO H)0

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.(M)
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3 0(1
TUES.-WED., NOV. 5-6
NANCY KELLY,JON HALL
JOAN DAVIS
in

“SAILOR'S LADY”
Also on the program
WM. Illopalong Cassidy) BOYD
in

IN YOUR POCKET

Equally low

prices (or at home cards, recep
tion cards, informal! and visiting

TIIURS.-ERI., NOV. 7-8
ANN SOTHERN,IAN HUNTER
ROLAND YOUNG

in
The comedy cf errors

cards.

Just telephone 779, ask for the

“DULCY”

See our cruiplete display belore

Classified Ad Deparfmrnt and we

with
Reginald Gardiner, Billie Burke
Guinn (Big Boy) Williams
Also March of Time No. 1
"On Foreign Newsfronts”

orderir. j.

will Sell that Car, Kent that

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

SHIRTS
Beautiful Colorings

$5.00
SPINNAKER SHIRTS
In plain Heather Mixtures

$5.00
Corduroy Fingertip

COATS
$6.50

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

“STAGECOACH WAR”

engraved

save Irom 25 to 50% BECAUSE

Ambulance Service

FRESH

McGregor Scotch Plaid

wedding Invitation! and an

BURPEE’S

To Bath By Bus

Roger Farris lives ln the lap of
The Bath Iron Works is almost
luxury while working on the B a city by itself with more than
prime arm on the plotting board 12C0 employes.
Rockland con
He uses a pillow to sit on.
tributes
a
good-sized
delegation,
Tlie boys do not believe in taking
showers any more. Instead, they are I which makes the trip daily by bus.
taking their baths in bed. Seme In the Bath Times of Saturday
"wise guy" put cold water in cur 1 appeared' a picture of thfs bus. and
beds while everyone was out.
with it the following information
Accidents do happen! Our walk- 1 written by the Times' sports editor,
ing ‘"Army Regulations,” Glenn "Beany* Stover, who conducts that
Smith finally caught up with work, ’ highly interesting Iron Works' de
cr vice-versa. He was seen carry- j partment in the Bath newspaper:
ing equipment necessary for set
"The Times photographer hap
ting up an epen air kitchen for the pened around as the Maine Cen
beys when we went to Fort Levitt.
tral’s special bus for Iron Works
Congratulations are in order. Sgt employes was taking off for the
Warren Ulmer is tlie preud father afternoon run to Rockland and
cf a daughter—Virginia Ellen Ul stations ln between. In the door
mer.
was driver Hatch, who took over
1st. Sgt. Day seemed to be quite a the piloting Job a fortnight ago
bit worried about has Battery's after Union drivers had protested
laundry Friday night but "two- the bus being driven by an Iron
striper" Richard Lawry finally got Works employe.
him fixed up.
This bus service was established
Lt. Ellsworth T. Rundlett is being on July 15, 1940 by Cecil E. Wells
kept busy at the P.X. (Post Ex of Rockland, a chipper at the
change) as he ls P.X. officer..
plant, who reasoned that Iron
R.P.F. Roger Ferris, new head of Works men living to the east'ard
the G.F.P. Club, local No. 155, has would appreciate a bus service
Just been transferred to the Army- rather than commute in thelr pri
Cocking School at Fort Devens. vate cars. He was right and in
Mass.
short order the capacity of the
“What to do with the drunken
bus—it carries 35—was sold out.
ecldiers, "Pay-day, Pay-day, Pay
It makes the round trip dally, leav
day." So blew tihe bugle Thursday. ing Rockland at 520 a. m., and
But, already the boys are having
gathering its passengers from that
to '"bum" cigarettes. Twenty-one
city, Waldoboro. Damariscotta and
dollars doesn't seem to go far, but
Newcastle. From Rockland the
Part of the exhibit at the Public Library in celebration of National Art Week. Paintings, left to right, in ton row. are by Edwin L. Brown, it goes fast.
fare is $3 per week and the price
Edwin Witham, Flora G. Merchant. Second row, Evelyn Peaslee, Maude Hall. < Bottom row, first two by Evelyn Peaslee. Henry A. Howard, Wil
Sgt. Frank Williams is among
scales down until It reaches $2,
helmina Fogg, Hope Hawthorne.
cur boys at the hospital. Even the
the minimum, for those boarding
Hawthorne — Strikingly jcance; unaware also that her quali Non-coms are gold-brlckers, now.
Beauty in a war crazed I means complete as new material
Hop
Percy (“Flash”) Gross is drawing the bus at Newcastle.
world is precious. Base j is arriving from day to day):
strong’ portrait of a Russian wo- flcations for thfs pursuit are
"Mr. Wells operated the bus, by
nature having slaked its I Edwin L. Brcwn—Venetian scene, jman: flewer study
j grounded in extensive training in- n little water around here. now. He
special arrangement with the
is
home
on
a
three-day
pass.
Loeal land- jeluding study in New York under
bestial appetite in con- | accenting color and atmosphere;
Flora Merchant
Ralph Gower has Just been let Maine Central, for some little time
scapes and a bowl of marigolds. ; Kimon Nicolaides, attendance at
templating martial hor also water colors.
out
of the hospital. Now he ls wait but, eventually the bus drivers pro
realistic
In
color
and
form
the
School
of
Applied
Design
for
rors, turns in yearning
Henry Howard—Florida beach
ing
for Ills pay to come through. tested this arrangement ajid a
Lena Merrill—Able landscapes on Women, and courses at the Metroto a nobler outlet. What view, yacht passing Owls Head, and
"Major" James Goodwin has change had to be made. They con
the solid side.
polttan Art Museum.
more fitting in this re
been
walking around on crutches. tended that it wasn't exactly a
Her
work,
briefly
outlined,
conspect than the arts—food for the
He
was
out with the rough-necks fair labor practice for a man to
One
large
placard
is
devoted
to
J sists of making drawings of Early
civilized soul?
playing
football
and knocked his be holding down a steady job and
showing of the work by Mrs. Mer-* American Art. These are sent to
American Art Week. Nov. 1-7, is ,
operating a bus on the side, and
knee-cap out of place.
chant's
Saturday
Art
Class
which.
Washington
ard
reproduced
in
a
centering locally at the Public Li- |
Saturday
morning
inspection apparently the Maine Public Utili
while only five weeks old. has made I portfolio called “Index of Amerities Commission, or whichever au
bran' where exhibits by artists j
signal progress in object drawing, i can D____
the contents of turned out to be a flop. Lt. Ralph
hereabouts are on display. Mrs
study of form and imitative work which includes such art as: Wool ' Ca!lc*n was the inspecting officer thority rules on such matters,
agreed.
Flora Merchant is the Knox ,
In still life. This class answers in embroideries. Shaker furniture. ar.d he ls more critical than even
"The bus covers approximately
Lt.
Col.
Kern.
County Director, and recalling that ;
part the growing need of art edu ship figure heads ar.d billet heads,
476 miles in the six days it op
Special Order Extract:
Maine ranked second last year in
cation which is not included in weather vanes, pottery and wall
By direction of the President | erates."
the observance of Art Week, she
Rockland public school curriculum stencils—In short, any home made
Michael
E. Conley, Private, Medical
has ambitions to uphold and even !
at the present time.
, crafts which, without this preseradvance that record. While the
Courses for young students from vation. would be in danger of be- Detachment, 240th Coast Artillery
list of art objects is expected to
seven to 11 years are held Satur- i coming lost to posterity. Among (HD) is this date discharged from
DANCING
lengthen daily, already an imposing I
days from 9 to 12 at the Merchant j the most novel of Mrs. Merchant's the Army by reason of physical dis- j
ability as determined by the physi- |
array has been set in order.
Studio, while the afternoon hours renderings was a billet head of
Every
Wed.
"Modesty should hinder no one |
from 2 to 5 are utilized by older , the Sabine (1812) at Snows Ship- cal examination board at Ft. Wil
AT
from displaying here any original
pupils including adults. Mediums j yard Pc.
c«<l by this Art liams, Oct. 23.
.Upon recommendation of the
creative product which may have
GLEN
used in the elementary steps are , Project extend from the RevoluCommanding Officer concerned, the
artistic Interest," says Mrs. Mer
water colors, pastels and charcoal. I tion to 1890
COVE
chant "The purpose of this move- |
In these classes Mrs. Merchant
Work produced by this project following enlisted men, Battery
Music By
ment Is to bring artists directly
employs the maxim. ' Learning to may be loaned to public institu •p” 240th Coast Artillery (HD) are
hereby
appointed
to
the
grade
set
before the public and emphasize
see is learning to draw."
tions or circulated for public ex
the worth of local crafts and fine
An assortment of still life ma- hibition, but may make no lm- opposite thelr respective names, ef- HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
arts." There is also a broader as
Mrs. FloraMerchant.Knox Coin joring yaSes. fruit and flowers, re- provrments to private collections, ' fective Nov. 1.
Corp. Freeland E Staples, Cor
pect to Art Week which Rockland ty Director of American Art Week. veal the respective talents of her if an organization desires a mural
errtr
citizens, patriotic to a degree, will ----------------------------------------------- pupils; Eleanor Carlson. Diane or art object from workers under poral James A. Emith, Corporal
appreciate because of its strong j water colors in restrained touch Cameron. Emma Lou Peaslee. this project it is tut necessary to Richard F Moore, to be Sergeants;
national import: "Credit for for- I and lightness of form,
Evelyn Peaslee, Greta Nelson. Eric | make application and furnish ma- Private 1st Class Otto H Bowden,
eign works of art Imported by the
Edwin Witham — Stark, bold Lunden. Greta Lunden. Richard terlals. The cost of the artists' Jr., Private 1st Class Willis A
rich goes to the alien peoples whose 1 figures of fishermen ar.d sailing Senter, Card WcJcott and Evelyn services is borne by Uncle Sam. j Moody, Private 1st Class Charles A.
Wadsworth, and Private Finley F.
artists produced them. All who boats, sharply lined and with color Bartlett.
• • • •
j Allen to be corporals.
would do their bit in the building intensity
• • • •
I Admirabl tie-ins with this Week
(Signed) Harold M. Lawrence.
of their nation should choose to
Delphiniums.
Hope Greenhalgh
Nowhere ls a more profound re- ’ of Cull ure includ a display of
1st
Lt. 240th C.A. (HD) Act. Adj.
buy from the artists of their own . pastel; color harmony and form sped for traditional and histori- prints by the Knox County Camera
Stewart M. Pollard
country, and in Oder to buy wise
Maude Hall—Portrait rich in ex- I cal relics fostered than in the con- Club on view at the Huston-Tuttle
ly there must first be a knowledge pression, one goes away only to I fines of Knox County. Thus, resi- Book Store, showirg the technical
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
of intrinsic worth gained ln no i come back and look at it
me | dents here should be Intensely keen shots of such artists in photograWORK WONDERS
other way than by a consideration more; soft symphonic landscapes I over the Maine Art Project, orig- i phy as: Richard Bird. Osgood Gilof art for its own sake."
and flower studies.
! inating in Federal W.P.A. but now i bert, Joel Miller, John Perry. Ray
Marine scenes are predominant
Evelyn Peaslee—Graceful silhou- under State supervision.
Mrs. inond Cross nnd S.dncy Cullen
in the exhibit as these would na ettes on glass and a symmetrical | Merchant is detailed to this Pro
The N Y.A. Girls have an excelturally be the accepted medium of flower study in beauty line.
Ject and has been assigned to ren- lent exhibit at the Community
inspiration in a coastwise com
Helen Carlson—Landscapes with derings of Early American Art.
Building, a complete account of
ON
munity. Cursory mention is made accent on perspective.
So unobtrusively has Mrs. Mer- , which will appear In a subsequent
of some of the paintings and draw
Wilhelmina Fogg — Pastel and chant carried on her cuties that issue frem tlie pen of the super
ings noted at the Library the first still life, delicacy the outstanding general public is unaware of the ' visor. Mrs. Wilhelmina T. Fogg,
of the week (the roll is by no quality.
nature of her work and its signifl- |
gay

Lawrence
Winchenbach At Waldoboro. Oct 14.
to Mr and Mrs. Carl Winchenbach.
a daughter—Claire Anne.

AN APPRECIATION
To all who helped make our annual
bazaar so successful, especially the
merchants and friends of the Grange,
we extend sincere appreciation and
thanks.
Pleasant Valley Grange No. 274

With Our Soldiers

House, or Find Your Lost Dog.
TEL. 770

BEANO
TONIGHT

LEGION HALL
7.30 o’clock
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
124Ttf
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E. of this town and Clinton E., ofI
Baltimore; two sisters. Mrs. Edith
De Soto Announces Fluid Drive in ’41 Models
Leavitt of Sanford and Mrs. Cora
Chapman of Waldoboro; as" well
«« a«
as several nieces, nephews and 1
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
grandchildren. Mrs. Day was a
Correspondent
member of Free Will Baptist
Church in Biddeford. Funeral ser
Tel. 27
vices were held at the home Mon
day. Rev. Harold Nutter officiating.
Dr. and Mrs. George Coombs re Interment was in the Rural Ceme
turned Friday from a three-day tery.
visit in New Hampshire. Dr.
High School News
Coombs will attend the New Eng
The Student Council met Mon
land Medical Post Graduate As
day. The activities ticket commit
sembly Nov. 13-14 in Boston.
tee reported that the tickets have
Mrs. Carl R. Gray has been re
been printed and will be. on sale
cent guest of Mrs. Gracia Libby
soon. The club elected Madelyn
and Misses Clara and Dora Gay. j
Genthnpr. Inez Hilton, Sonny Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cooney and ' and Maynard Wallace ac a commit
daughter, Barbara have returned tee of investigation for the school
■ * ■■
to Plandome, N. Y, after passing year.
the Summer at thelr home here.'
The Dramatics Club has decided
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter to have an orchestra for the social
are attending a Worker’s Confer Nov. 8. After the business meeting.
ence in Waterville today.
Mr. Spear spoke concerning the
Supt. and Mrs. A. D Gray at project to be sponsored this year.
tended a party in honor of the
Officers of Medomak Chapter of
birthday Saturday of Mrs. Gray’s
the Future Farmers of America who
sister, Mrs. John Wood in Blueattended the recent FFA. Harvest
hill Mrs. Anne Hinckley who ac-1
Festival at Gorham High auditorium
companied the Grays to Bluehill,
were Harold Kennedy, Robert Ifill.
was guest of Mrs. Frank Stover.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Cooney ofj Clayton Hoak. Arthur Burgess. Da
vid Achorn and Richard Gerry, j
New York are spending a few days
Miss Carolyn Knapp, a Senior at
at The Knoll.
Mrs. Earle Spear was hostess Gorham High School was elected
Friday to the Mending Club. Those and crowned Festival Queen. Har
old Kennedy and Mr. Gerry were
attending were Mrs. Clarence Ben
awarded one-half bushel of fine
ner. Mrs. Ralph Benner, Mrs A. D.
potatoes and a small cabbage. Me
Gray, Mrs. Bessie Benner and Mrs
domak Chapter visitors were wel
Henrv Crowell.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge meets I comed by the Gorham Chapter.
They were shown about the building
tonight.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Burnheimer. | and were highly impressed by the
Mr. and Mrs B G. Miller and Miss Agriculture classrooms and shop,
which was equipped with tools.
Ma y Miller
ed Sunday at
The name of the Woodworking
Flag tuff and V, j- an Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Glidden Club has been changed to the
of Melrose. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. I "Woodworkers' Club.” The mem
Haiold Glidden of Medford, Mass , j bers drew up a constitution and dis
Rocket bodies, Fluid Drive and
Carl Gituuen of Leonia. N J., B. A cussed the purpose of the club, and
Simplimatic Transmission arc fea
Glide en of Charlestow n. Mass., are j the amount of dues.
ln town called by the death of 1 The Glee Club met Friday and tured by De Soto in 1941 models
now being shown. At top is the
learned a round to sing with one of
Err est A. Glidden.
new front end. Right, tbe newErnest A. Glidt’en, 80, died Nov the cheers. They also worked on
convertible coupe, with power op
2 at his home here after a long ill-. taeir new Alma Mater song. Mrs
erated top. - Above is the Safety
Hinckley,
the
supervisor,
asked
Uie
.
ness
Is survived by four sons.
View steering wheel.
Carl. Harold. Benjamin and Luther members to pick out song to be
and by tour grandchildren. Fu-| sung next time when they will be away. Everybocfy welcome. Mias 1
Katherine Moody. Mrs
Helen
neral services will be held at the, joined by a group of boys.
June Freeman, demonstrator
Maxey. Mrs. Mildred Starrett: en
home today at 2 o'clock. Burial! The Seventh Grade has won the
124-133
tertainment, Mrs. Carrie Wyllie,
Merit Shield Banner for having the
will be in durai Cemetery.
Mrs. Edna Moore. Mrs. Nancy Clark.
asxa
Sarah E. Day, 86. widow of Lin-1 best attendance during the last six
Mrs Marion French; decorations.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
coin Day died Friday night at her , weeks.
ALENA
L.
STARRETT
I Miss Jean I. Brown of Bath is
Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs. Julia
home here after a long illness J
Correspondent
Watts, Mrs. Evelyn Robinson and
visiting
relatives
in
this
section.
Pul
lc
Cooking
School
(Electric)
Mrs Day is survived by two daugh
£
Mrs. Mildred Bern-; supper. Mrs
The Union Ladies Aid will be en
ters. Mrs. Mildred Mann of Con a i Star Theatre, Waldoboro, Oct.
Edr.a Overlock. Mrs. Nancy Clark.
Tel. 40
cord. N. H Miss Florence Day,, 22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2 30 p. tertained Thursday at the home of
Mrs. Zelman Dyer .
Mrs. E. Belle Walker, Mrs. Fora
Brockton, M. is.; two sons, Edgar ir Admission free. AU food given
Mrs. Elsie Matson and three
Program topic at the Woman's Peabody, Mrs. Katie Stayrett, Mrs
children who have been residing Club for Thursday night, will be Gertrude Starrett and Mrs. Pearl
with Mrs. Matson’s mother. Mrs ‘•The American Home," ln charge Ordway.
Joel Sutinen. have moved their of Mrs. Ella Cunningham, and Mrs.
ELECTION
household effects to Boston where Flora Peabody. The Boys' and
Stuart C. Burgess, attorney at
SCOREBOARD
they will make their future home. Girls 4-H Clubs are invited to take law. announces the opening of his
I Mr. and Mrs. William Dunstan part in the program. Hostesses new offices in the First National
RtfORT NO...................
TIME
of Manchester. N. H., and Mr and will be, Mrs. Mabel Peabody, Mrs
B.iiik building. 417 Main street,
Mrs .Lloyd Park of Brookline. Mass, Alice Cock. Mrs. Grace Cunning telephone 416. Rcckland.
TOTAL
VOTING
PRECINCTS
ELECTORAL
have been recent guests of Mi', and ham. Mrs. Anna Starrett. Mrs.
STAR
133.134.136 A- ’.39
REPORTING
PRECINCTS
VOTES
ROOSEVELT
WILLKIE
Mrs. Harry Rogers.
Minerva Marshall and Mrs. Ger
Mrs
Carl
Winchenbach
has
re

ALA
2200
trude
Rcwe.
11
turned home after two weeks' stay
Clayton Littlehale shot a 140ARIZ.
443
3
at the Little Nursing Home.
pound buck Monday in West War
Mrs. Harold Cotton of Portland ren.
ARK.
2156
9
and her daughter of Bath made
Supper committee Friday at the
a visit recently at the home of
CAL.
11.716
22
meeting of the Crescent Temple,
Mrs. Cotton's father, Hiram G
PS., will be Mrs. Abbie Stickney
COLO.
Labe.
1520
6
tnd Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas.
Mrs. Helen Winchenbach cele
If you are one who wants a
CONN.
169
8
The Congregational Ladies Circle
brated her 86th birthday Saturday
wealth of auto-value, concen
emmittees for the sale, supper and
Mr.
Winchenbach
will
be
90
in
trated in a handsome, smallDEL.
232
3
April and it is thought they are the ntertainment, Nov. 14 at the
body job—see our Near-New
Chapel
will
be:
Fancy
work,
Mrs.
FLA.
oldest living couple in town.
1322
7
g Used Coupes. They are in A-l
Eleanor Barrett, Mrs. Katie Star
condition; and Prices are Right.
rett. Mrs. Alice MacDougall, Mrs
GA.
1766
12
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
’39 Mercury 5-Pass
E. Belle Walker, Mrs. Abbie New
IDAHO
793
4
A business meeting of the Fin bert. and Mrs. Martha Brigham;
Coupe
nish Church will be held to night candy. Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs. Pearl
ILL.
7912
29
'39
Ford Coupe
At a devotional gathering in the Ordway, Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs.
'38 Nash Coupe
Church Thursday night Charles Grace Campbell, Mrs. Alzada Sim
IND.
14
3840
Saarion will be in charge. Next mons; aprons, Mrs. Gertrude Hahn.
'38 Ford 5-pass ConSunday in Fnntown at the school- Mrs Elizabeth Munsey. Mrs. Fora
IA.
2442
11
vertible Coupe
house Sunday School will be 1-2 Peabody. Mrs. Alice Mathews. Miss
KAN
2690
9
'37 Plymouth Coupe
and preaching service 2-3 p. m.
Eda St. Clair; kitchen cupboard.
Miss Prances Spear, Mrs. Sadie Bar'36 Ford Coupe
KY
4299
11
Caruso, the famous tenor, always rows. Mrs. Ruth Kalloch. Mrs. Net
WE BUY AND SELL
carried a good-luck penny in his tie Jameson. Mrs. Laura Starrett,
LA
GOOD USED CARS
1584
10
pocket when he went upon the I Miss Rosa Spear; grabs. Mrs. Lillian
stage.
ME
633
5
I Mathews. Mrs. Mary Ha'.ligan. Mrs.

WALDOBORO

WARREN

LATE MODEL

Every-Other-Day
APPLETON MILLS
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman and
daughters. Lcla and Selma of Houl
ton were guests last weekend of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sherman.
Mrs. Mabel Keene was hostess
Wednesday to the Rebekah Circle
at the hall.
Tlie Odd Fellows installation will
be held Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Page, who
were guests of her mother. Mrs.
Adelia Gushee. returned Tuesday
to Dover. N. H.. Mrs. Helen Gushee
motored with them as far as Gor
ham. where she visited her daugh
ter. Olive at the Normal School.
Olfve and a friend. Laverne Loth
rop spent last weekend at Mr and
Mrs. J. B. Gushee's.
Mrs. Esther Moody went to Port
land last week for medical treat
ment.
Albert Moody is ill.
Miss Jean Hammond and Nor
man Hammond were recent visitors
at Miss Fanny Gushee's.
M.ss Olive Gushee and guest
Miss Laverne Lothrop of Gorham
Normal School motored to Wal
doboro Sunday with William Darroch.

HOPE
Mrs. Helen Wentworth spent
last weekend with her sister Miss
Corinne White in Allston. Mass..
Mrs. John Wilson, Jr., is staying
with Miss White in order to be
near her daughter ••Jackie" who
Monday underwent an operation on
her hip.
Mrs. Winnie Clinton of Olen
Cove entertained at a dinner party
Sunday. The guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Allie Alltn of Hope. Mr. and
Mrs. Gallagher of Damariscotta,
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Dow of Rcckland. Dr.
Richardson and Mr. Genthner of
Thomaston.
Evetett Hobbs ls recotering from
a painful injury caused by a kick
irom one of his cows. He is able
to be about with the aid of crutch
es.
Tire Thimble Club entertained
their husbands ar.d families Mon
day at a dinner and card party.
Among the guests was Herbert
Hardy, his flrst appearance since
his accident early in the Summer;
also Harold Burgess of Rockland.

1453

8

MASS

1765

17

CICH

3469

19

MINN

3724

11

MISS.

1659

9

MO

4357

15

MONT

1237

4

NEB

203 >

7

NEV.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Barbour have
been on two weeks vacation.
Richard Burgess visited friends
in Damariscotta recently.
Mrs. A. Ruitta who was a pa
tient a few weeks in a Boston hos
pital has returned home.

FRIENDSHIP
Public Cooking School (Electric)
at Star Theatre. Waldoboro. <Vt.
22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
m. Admission free. All food given
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
June Preeman. demonstrator.
124-133
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

WHEREAS Guy Sawyer of Vlnal
haven, in the County of Knox and
St te of Maine, by his mortgage deed
dated January 30. 1936. recorded tn
the Knox Registry of Deeds Book No
241. Page 271 conveyed to the Home
Owners' Loan Corporation, a Corpora
tion duly established under the laws
of the United States of America, hav
ing its office and prlnclpa' place of
business In Washington, District of
Columbia the following described real
estate situated ln Vlnalhaven. In the
County cf Knox and State cf Maine:
"A certain lot or parcel of land
bounded on the North bv Pond
Street so called; on the West bv
land now owned bv Mrs Maggie
Blrmlne; on the South by land
known as the John Carver Heirs
property; on the East by land of
said Carver Heirs.
Also another lot of land which
Joins the foregoing on the South
and ls known as the Charles Car
ver lot. de-crlbed as follows: Be
ginning at stake and stones at the
fence on the weterlv line of said
Arey a land: thence easterly slxtynlne (69| feet to stake and atones
to said Arey's eastern corner;
thence southerly forty-nine (49i
feet and six (6) Inches to stake
ond stones; thence westerly sixtyseven I87| feet to stake and stones;
thence northerly seventy <701 feet
and six |6| Inches to bound flrst
mentioned containing 4012 feet,
more or less
Being the same premises con
*»6cklano
veyed to Ouy Sawyer by deed of
Mary C. and H T Arey, dated
February 28 1925 and recorded ln
Knox County Registry of Deeds.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Book 207. Pate 68 "
WHEREAS, the condition of said
WHEREAS. Parker R
Stone, ol
North Haven, In the County o! Knox Mortgage Is broken;
Now. therefore, by reason of the
and State of Maine, by his mortgage
deed dated December 6. 1935 recorded breach of the condition thereof, the
said
Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
ln the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book
No. 241, Page 251. conveyed to the bv Elisha W Pike. Its attorney there
unto
duly authorized by Its power of
Home Owners' Loan Corporation, a
Corporation duly established under attorney dated October 1. 1938 and
recorded
In the Knox County Registry
the laws of the United States of
America, having Its offlce and prin of Deeds. Book 249, Page 313. claims a
foreclosure
of said mortgage and gives
cipal place of business in Washing
ton. District of Columbia, the fol this notice for that purpose.
Dated this nineteenth day of Octo
lowing described real estate, situated
ln North Haven, ln the County of ber. A D. 1940
HOME OWNERS' LOAN
Knox and State of Maine:
CORPORATION.
"A certain lot or parcel of land
By Elisha W Pike
together with the buildings there
127-T-133
on. Beginning at an Iron bolt ln
a granite rock by land of George
F Lewis and F. M Calderwood;
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
thence running southwesterly by
land of said Calderwood. two hun
Whereas Lucia H. Miles of Portland.
County of Cumberland, and State of
dred twenty-four (224) feet or
Maine by her mortgage deed dated
thereabouts to an Iron bolt In a
granite rock to private way;
July 14. 1937. recorded In Knox Reg
thence northerly by said private
istry of Deeds. Book No 251. Page 2S2.
w,y and land of F H. Smith one
conveyed to Job H Montgomery of
Camden. County of Knox, and State
hundred (100) feet or thereabouts
to a granite rock marked 8;
of Maine wlurh Nl$ mortgage waa
thence northeasterly by land of
assigned by the said Job H Mont
said Smith, two hundred twentygomery to Edward OB Gonia of
four 1224) feet or thereabouts to
Rockland. County of Knox, by a writ
a granite rock marked S. by land
ten a-slgnment dated October 8 1946
of Oeorge F Lewis; thence south
and recorded with Knox Registry of
erly by land of said Lewis, one
Deeds. Book 264. Page 314. the fol
hundred twenty-five (125) feet to
lowing described real estate with the
1 flrst mentioned bound, containing
buildings thereon, bounded and de
26.208 feet, be the same more or
scribed as follows, to wit:
le
"One lot of land situated tn the
Reference Is hereby made to the
Town of Owls Head County of Knox.
following deeds. Deed of Leon B.
State of Maine, bounded northerly by
Stone, et. als.. to Parker R 8tone.
land of Heard, easterly by land of
dated October 30. 1926; deed of
Weeks and Rines. southerly by the
Justin Hopkins to Parker R Stone,
shore, and westerly by land of Nor
dated October 26, 1926; deed of
ton and Burpee, containing about six
Emma A Stone. Guardian, to
teen (16) acres.
Parker R Stone, dated January 20,
Also one other lot of land situated
1927; deed ol Clyde O. Ames, Guar
ln the Town of Owls Head, ln said
dian. to Parker R Stone, dated
County and State, bounded northerly
January 20. 1927; all recorded ln
by land of Crockett, easterly by land
the Knox County Registry of
of Norton and Burpee, southerly by
Deeds."
the shore, and westerly by the land
WHEREAS, the condition of said of Rowell containing about thirtyMortgage ls broken:
two (32) acres."
Now. therefore, by reason of the
Reserving and excepting from the
breach of the condition thereof, the above described premises the portion
said Home Owners’ Lo.n Corporation, thereof conveyed by Lucia H Miles
by Elisha W Pike, Its Attorney there
and released by Job H Montgomery
unto duly authorized bv its power to Wilbur Senter. Jr., by her deed
of attorney dated October 1. 1935. dated and his release dated February
and recorded ln the Knox County 2. 1939 and recorded with Knox Reg
Registry of Deeds. Book 249, Page 313, lstry of Deeds, Book 258. Page 375
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage,
Whereas the condition of said mort
and gives this notice for that pur gage ls broken, now. therefore, by
re son of the breach of said condi
pose.
Dated this nineteenth day of Octo tion. I, the said Edward O'B Gonia
c alms a foreclosure of said mortgage.
ber, A. D. 1940
HOME OWNERS' LOAN
Dated this twenty-eighth day of
CORPORATION.
October 1946.
EDWARD O'B GONIA
BY EUsha W. Pike.
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First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
good first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instandy by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines ofiblack type on a government stamped
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

127-T-I33

AiTrrtlsemrota tn thia oulumn no
LADY'S wrlstwstch found May be
to exceed three lines Inhered onoe fo>
had by calling at 19 OROVE ST
25 cer.ta three times for SO cents Ad
dlt'onsl liner flve cents esch for oni __ ______________________________133 133
time !0 cents for three times
Ptre
SUM of money lost Thursdav on
urall words to a line
Main St between Gregory's and Wool
worth s. Reward. TEL 1(B8-W 131*133

WANTED

NORTH WARREN

COUPES

MD

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

130-TU-lSe

FOR SALE

SALT water farm wanted, preferably
I
led State -;/••. lh ing p^-ib li
nes. price and all details In first let- I OMC 'j-ton truck (1936) for sale
STANLEYS OARAOE or 12
ter Wi
ITrlte ----•V*'. care C-O
132-134 Inquire
Knox St ______________________ 133*135
ONE girl wanted for rooking and
SINGER sewing machine for aale
general housework
Inquire at 112
MRS ANTHONY
BEECH ST_____________________ 132-135 In good condition
SMALLEY. 96 Mechanic St
133*135
REAL estate listings, business, real- t
denttal and Summer properties farms. I FORD coupe for sale. 1933, rumble
seat: also Ou-rnsey bull, vear old will
v • d-lot«. O H TRIPP ENGINEER
INO CO. Rock 1 and_____________ 1JUtt trade for heifer H H WALDRON 42
Holmes St Tel 68-W
133 135
HOUSEKEEPER'S position wanted In
LONG established prosperous service
■nv’l family or man alone MRS INEZ
LIBBY Warren_________________ 131*133 station business for sale Top loeat'on
ln Rockland. 70 000 gallons ln 39; ex
MIDDLE age man wanted to do light cellent grease-accessory trade; tools
farm «• rk Muat be good dry milker. etc., included. Price right for quick
One that could drive car but not sale for cash. Building not Included
ne-cssary; year round Job G. L DOB- so Investment not too large Write lf
SON Damariscotta Mills, Me 129*134 you mean business to "REAL OPPOR
TUNITY'. care The Courier-Oazet’e
PURNITVRB wanted to upholster. Rockland_______________________ 133.135
cal'»<* ex. ,n(i delivered T .1 FLEM
TWO black fur robes for sale al
ING, 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W. 125*130 tl
moat new reasonable
"W J W''
Courier- Gazette ___________ 133*133
TURKISH paste eandv for sale also
walnut wafers MRS FRANK WEEKS
Highland St Tel 62-W
133-135
GIRLS bicycle for sale, large size,
ROOMS to let. heated at 41 Lime
like
new
155
SOUTH
MAIN
ST
rock St
MRS STOCKBRIDGE
_______________________________ 133*133 ________________________________ 132-134
ENTIRE stock for sale: cows, heifer*,
FURNISHED apartment to let at 21
Talbot Ave
MRS C. F SIMMONS. steers and young pair of mules RAY
MOND
A GENTHNER Rt 1 Waldo
TeL 8-R_______________________ 132-134
boro. Me______________________ 132 -134
FOUR-room heated apartment to let:
1935 NASH Lafayette 4-door sedan
bath
Furnished lf desired 7 Elliot
St TTL Thoma-ton 24________ 133-tf for sale. In good condition Reason
able price
D O. CUMMINGS Tel
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock 963 W or 65.___________________ 131-133
et. Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY.
GIRL'S standard size bicycle for
________________________________ 133-133
sale, almost new good trade lf taken
TWO furnished light housekeeping at once 28 CRESCENT ST
131-133
rooms to let. Lights and heat
22
PULLETS for sale. 1000 4'2 mos. old*
LINDSEY ST________________ 133-133
also 1000 roosters
ALEX NENONEN
SIX-room bouse with bath to let. Waldoboro
. 131-133
Apply 184 South Main St.. TEL. 526 M
TEN breeding cockerels, Christie
_________________________________ 133-lt I
strain of ' New Hampshire for sale;
UNFURNISHED
four room apart- also cabbage, lr lb . turnips (1 bu.
men' to let with garage 50 Mechanic C W MESERVEY, Warren. Rt 1
St. TEL. 863-M.
132-134 _________________________ 131-133
UNFURNISHED apartment to let
SHOT guns and rifles for sale,
Four ro:ms and bath
Call at 12 reasonably priced. COMONINN CAFE
Knox St., or TEL 156 W
132-tf Arthur 6 Smalley. Prop., 239 Main St131*142
SECOND floor. 5-room, unfurnished City
apartment to let. corner Warren and
Hard wood per foot, fitted. 1150:
Main Sts.; bath, hot water heat with S«wed 81 40; long, 81 30 M B * C O.
Oil burner
C. A HAMILTON. 29 PERRY. Tel 487_________________ 132-tf
Chest cut St Tel 984-J________130- tf
SHIPMATE stoves Ithe old original I
TWO-room furnished apt to let; we have them on our floor. H H.
flush DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St.. CRIE CO. Tel. 205 . 328 Main St..
City.
128-tf Rockland.
128-133
WALL paper steamer to let Takes
LEHIGH Valley atove and nut coal
off old wallpaper like magic Phone for sale, $14.50; Pocahontas lumpy
205 for the low rates. H. H. CRIE. soft 89; fitted dry hard wood. 81.50 ft.
328 Main St. •
128-133 J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62
132-tf
FURNISHED heated apartment to
let at 14 MASONIC ST.
131*133
SIX-room house and garage for sale
FIVE-room rent, water. electrl-ltv. on Camden St Bath, lights, hot water
Can be paid for
garage 2 Ludwig St., Thomaston MRS heat. Price 81800
GERTRUDE STUDLEY
128*133 as rent. V F. STUDLEY, Tel. 1154 or
330. 283 Mam St________________ 132-tf
FIVE-ROOM apartment and bath
D & H hard coal, egg. stove, nut
to let at 117 Limerock St. Apply FRAN
CIS D ORNE. Tel 1042-W_______ 127-tf $14.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
88 per ton. del Nut atre New River soft,
THREE-room furnished apartment not screened 89 ton del.; screened. 810
to let Private flush. Call at 57 CRES ton del. M B 6c C. O. PERRY f!9
CENT ST.
125-tf Main St., Tel. 487.
132 tf
apt
COLLINS. 25 North Main St.. Tel I
629-M
130-tf
THREE-room furnished apartment to
let. Apply at 12 WARREN ST., or 11
JAMES 8T.
132-tf
INCREASE Income
Show friends
lovely
handkerchiefs
Easy sales,
steady repeats. Experience unneces
Deaf mutes make better drivers sary Make excellent birthday and
gifts. Liberal percentage
than the normal vltizen, according Christmas
No rt'k offer. Exclusive opportunity.
to the records of the 600 dpaf-mute SCHMID CO. 1027 Kingston. N Y
>
133*11
drivers licensed by the 8tate of
BUILDINGS built, altered or rePennsylvania.
paired. Tel.
1. 171-J. LEROY FIELDS
131*133
YARNS
for
rugs and hand knitting
ETIQUETTE DEMANDS
Samples and knitting directions free
H. A. BARTLETT. Harmony, Me
Qenuine Engraved
126-137

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

SOCIAL
STATIONERY
A reputation for social correctness
is not costly. You can stamp your
daily activities with the mark of
correctness by using GENUINE
ENGRAVED business cards and
informals at this low price.

Cote’s Magic Water
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
and
DEODORANT

50 paneled Informals
50 envelopes to match

100 paneled visiting cards
FOR ONLY

65
INCLUDING
THE PLATE!
Dox.ni of oth.r • □graved social
needs.

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Can be
Used
For

Sick Rooms
Bath Rooms
Kitchens
Garage Floors

Concrete Floors
Stone Steps
Refrigerators
Drain Pipes
Toilet Bowls
Lavatories
Garbage Pana

Takes all unpleasant odors away

Every-Other-Day
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VINALHAVEN

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

MRS OSCAR O. LANE

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC. Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Correspondent
Union Church Circle will meet
Thursday and serve supper at 5.30
in the vestry.
Miss Dorothy Billings attended :
the Vinalhaven reunion and ban
quet Saturday in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ames went
Saturday to Whitinsville. Mass.,
where Mr. Aines has employment.
Mrs. trr.cst Macintosh will sub
stitute for Mrs. Ames as president
of the Lad.es cl the G.A.R. during
her absence.
»'
Moses Webster ! Of ?e FAM. w.ll
held a special meeting tonight for
rehearsal cf the work on the en
tered appretice degree to prepare
lor Inspection Ncv. 12.
The Rcund-a-Bout Club will
meet Wednesday w.th Mrs. Ltrnle
Smith.
Mrs. Errest Clayter passed the
weekend w.th her son Ernest ln
Fairfield.
Fox Islanders. 4-H Club with 1
leaders Mrs. Barbara Nutting and
Miss Rebecca Duncan met Friday
ln Firemens hall and enjoyed a

WILL BE IN THE
WHITE HOUSE-1941

Comique Theatre

Since you couldn't all hear Mar- i be sure we have your name and
tha Steam’s talk on crafts at the | address with your request.

Herald Bcok Fair, and since it
seemed to us so very important, we
wanted to pass on a few of her
comments on the handiwork that
is becoming increasingly Important
to women in these New England
states. The Winter will see thousands of classes for various forms
. .
.
of handcraft started in large and
small New England communities
with skilled teachers who work
sometimes for love of the arts.
sometimes fcr money, but always

"Brigham Young'’ the brilliant
saga of early America is showing
at the Comique Nov 6-7. The story
of America is the story of its fron
tier. Ever since the earliest set
tlements on a narrow strip of the
Atlantic coast, the progress of
pushing back the frontier, clearing
the wilderness and blazing new
trails has been a story of resolu
tion. courage, adventure, suffering
and triumph Such a people, typi
cal of the spirit of America, were
the Mormoms of a century ago.
One of the great American motion
pictures of our time presents the
heroic Westward trek of the Mor
mons under th? leadership of
"Brigham Young —- Frontiersman.'”
Stirringly spectacular, it shews the
flight of these great American pio
neers from riots ar.d massacres,
through starvation and near dis
aster. to miraculous and well
earned salvation.

Pineapple Cheese. Wafers
One 3-oz. package cream cheese.
3 tablespoons salad dressing. H
cup chopped pecan meats % cup
drained, crushed pineapple, crisp
brown Burry Bix.
Blend the cheese with the salad
dressing; add the pecans and plne’ apple. Spread on crisp brown
Burry Bix. Makes 1H cups,
,
Candled Crook Neck Squash
(From Wiggins Old Tavern,
Northampton)
Pe,fl a"d slice (horizontally so
as to give circles) crook neck
with resulting happiness in a town, j squash Arrange the slices in layAs Martha Stearns said: "Crafts > ers in a buttered, deep baking dish, STONINGTON
make good neighbors and increase j Sprinkle'' each layer generously
Almon Eaton Is employed on
mutual respect the world around:' ! with brown sugar and dot with the Helen B
In any form of handcraft. Mis butter. Cover the top of the squash
G. M Duke and Arthur MoGUStearns pointed out. we have an with a sheet of heavy waxed paper. very of Medford and George Good
intimate and revealing expression Bake in a slow oven (325-360 de win of Lynn are here hunting.
of the worker's own thoughts. Ma grees F.) for l’a to 2 hours, or un
Laura Austin has had employ
chines tum things out that are til the squash is tender and has a
all alike, but in hand work we get glazed appearance. Remove the ment in Thomaston.
supper.
Mrs. Esther Oliver is home from
the imperfections and the beauty waxed paper from the top about
The Antique Club met this week I
Bluehill hospital.
Will
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt
continue
to
park
his
household
goods
there
for
four
more
years,
or
will
there
be
a
new
ten

that
constitute
a
sort
of
perfection
five minutes before taking lt from
with Mrs. Clyde Macintosh at her !
Mrs. Phenie Bray is ln Fairfield
of their own. A Chinese artist the oven.
home on Lane's Island.
ant by the name of Wendell L. Willkie. Make your own guess.
with her daughters.
doing a rare bit of carved ivory „
.
Union Church choir enjoyed a I
Jerry Beatrice and family and
has no more delight in his work Cranbr^ Relish
banquet ar.d Halloween party j
Eugene
Chatto have returned from
One
pound
cranberries.
1-3
cup
than a New Hampshire wood car
Thursday at the vestry. Games ' NORTH HAVEN
WHITE HEAD
vinegar. 1 cup granulated sugar. a visit ln Fall River. Mass.
ver.
a
woman
who
works
a
hooked
ar.d stunts were in keeping with
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Crockett have
Mr. arw^ Mrs Ear^ Lyons and
Mr. and Mrs Emaron J. Eaton
rug. or a Mother who knits a pair 1 teaspoon powdered cinnamon. %
Halloween.
returned frem Augusta where Mr da“^ter
Wh0*'e;e ln 1Bid‘
teaspoon cloves. *4 teaspoon Ster are visiting their daughter Mrs.
of mittens.
A substantial sum was netted
deford and Lubec on 10 days leave
Edwin Parkhurst in Unity.
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - Battle Hymn-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -cup water.
Mrs. Steams has been up and ling Salt,
from the cake and candy sale held Crockett has been attending the of absence, have returned home.
The Herbert Warrens have re
Wash
berries,
heat
slowly
and
down
New
England
searching
for
Saturday at Senter-Crane's stole. special session of Legislature En
The lighthouse tender. Hibiscus.
turned
from a visit in Boston.
mash
as
they
heat.
Add
other
examples of creative work, visiting
It was sponsored by the trustees of route home Mr Crockett Inspected was here from Portland the past
Tlie Clyde Ackleys have moved
small historical societies, even ingredients and cook ten minutes
St. Oeorge ar.d Glen Cove Oranges. week with the year's supply' of coal
Union Church.
driving to isolated farms on the over moderate heat. Cool and to Nettie Smith's rent.
Mrs. Clinton Teele and son
Mr. and Mrs. James Tabbutt for the lighthouse families.
Regina Weed is passing a vaca
rumor of good examples of early store in a refrigerator.
Robert returned Saturday from have returned from Bar Harbor
Mrs. Mary Beal is makirg an ex
tion with her mother Mrs Oeneva
American handicraft. Her book I Baked Bread and Cheese
Philadelphia where they were and Addison where they made a tended visit with her parents in
Tracy.
"Homespun and Blue" is the fas- j
guests cf Mr. ar.d Mrs. Ralph Earle, weekend visit with relatives. They Lubec.
Six slices bread. V4 pound Ameri
i
Virginia Johnson is home from
cinatlng
rerord , of that search
with
1 can cncese.
Sr
Weston Gamage. Jr., returned to
„ .
.
.. , can
cheese. -a
*4 teaspoon
teaspoon sterling
Sterling New Hampshire.
motored to Bar Harbor with Mr.
a collection of photographs that I
...
,
Mrs Charles Chilles entertained and Mrs. Fred Gabrielson who the Station Monday, after 48-hours
.
.
..
_
! Salt, 14 cups milk, S teaspoon
Harry Carl has returned from r
is unique and enchanting. (Do 1
the Mother and Daughter Club at have been visiting relatives here.
liberty passed at his home here
paprika. Land O'Lakes Butter. 2 visit in Camden.
read the book, do Join a class in
her home Friday. Cards featured
Mr. and Mrs Forrest Cheney
eggs.
Mrs. Christine Haskell and son
Mrs. Clarence Waterman enter
the craft that appeals most to you.
the entertainment and refresh
and daughter Margaret who have
Spread bread with butter, pile Melvin are home from Portlard.
tained
the
members
of
the
Unity
We
can't
think
of
any
investment
ments were served
been on io-days' leave at Lubec,
one slice above another and cut in
Virginia Leola, infant daughter
Guild at a Halloween costume arrived home Saturday.
of time more likely to yield divi cubes. Cut the cheese ln thin
Mr
of Mr and Mrs. Leo Conley died
party Friday at her Summer cot Cheney reported for duty at once
dends this coming Winter.
slices. Put cubes of bread and Oct. 30
SWANS ISLAND
tage at the Little Thoroughfare.
Would you like a handsome dripslices of cheese in a baking dish,
Mrs. Bernice Sprague was hos The guests arrived at an early at the Coast Guard Station.
less syrup pitcher without sending in alternate layers, sprinkling each
Mr and Mrs. Gleason Gamage
tess Thursday night to the Metho hour and several of them appeared
a penny for it? Well, you save five
of Rockland were recent visitors
layer with salt and paprika. Beat JEFFERSON
dist Ladies Aid.
in spooky ghest attire. Games
box fronts from packages of
Public Cooking School (Electric)
at
the
heme
cf
Mr
and
Mrs.
Alton
the eggs, add the milk, mix and
Richard Holmes ar.d Oakley and the variety of costumes
Kre-mel Surprise—the new kind of
at
Star Theatre. Waldoboro. Oct.
Brown.
pour over the bread and cheese.
Smith have employment in Con brought much merriment. Cocoa,
packaged quick fudge—fudge you
Mr. and Mrs. A J Beal of the
Bake at 350 degrees F. until flrm 22. Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p
necticut.
cookies and sandwiches were
make without any cooking. Send
m Admission free All food given
in the center. Serve hot.
Mrs. Cleveland J. Trask spent served. The hostess and committee Lighthouse have returned from 10
the five box fronts to Kre-mel
away Everybody welcome. Miss
days
’
vacation
spent
ln
visits
several days recently with relatives were congratulated on the success
Surprise. P. O. Box 72. Boston. Kncx Jellied Waldorf Salad
June Freeman, demonstrator.
among several towns.
in Rockland and Thomaston.
of the occasion which will long be
Mass., and ln return you get the
One envelope Knox Sparkling
124-133
Frank Alley of the Lighthouse |
Favorable reports come from remembered Those present were:
ny the enemy forced a quick re
heavy glass base, chromium- top. Gelatine. >4 cup cold water. 1 cup
By Dr. Frank Monaghan
ls
passing
a
few
days
with
his
treat As they all retired they be
Mrs. Tina M. Joyce who is a sur Mrs Clarence Waterman. Mrs
dripless syrup pitcher. The tcp hot water. 14 cup mild vinegar or
Historical Consultant for
•Pineapple Cheese Spread
gun to sing, especially a popular
gical patient at the Deaconess Hos Cora Lermond. Mrs. Lillian Hop family in Rockland
has a red catalin decoration and lemon Juice. ’4 cup chopped celery.
CaralrnJe
of
tmrrirr
song called “John Brown’s Body"
on
Crisp Brown Burry Bix
Clarence
Beal,
surfman.
left
Sun

pital
kins. Mrs. Katherine Duncan. Mrs
the automatic cut-ofT Is made of 1-3 cup sugar. ’4 teaspoon salt. 2
ll was suggested that the tune was
Tetley Tea
Mrs. Frank Bridges returned Dorothy Emerson. Mrs. Meribah day on 48-hours liberty. He will
stainless steel.
tart apples, cut in small pieces,
N inspired troubadour one? said so good It deserved better words—
Dinner
Friday from a week's visit in Rock Crockett. Mis. Louise Crockett. go to Lubec and Mrs. Beal will re
And if you'll send us your name ’i cup chopped nuts.
that he didn't care who wrote and that Mrs. Howe should write
turn home with him.
Creamed Hamburg on Toast
land,
them
Mrs. Ann Calderwood. Mrs A. V.
(he nation's laws as long as he
and
address
we
can
send
you
a
Soften gelatine in cold water.
Ernest Harmon, surfman. U sub
•Wiggins Old Tavern
She thought about those words,
Capt. Andrew Smith was called Snow. Mrs. Mildred Dyer, Mrs.
might write its songs And a serious
free four-bowl sample of Maltex. Add sugar, salt and hot water and
Candled Squash
historian will find tbe index to a but they didn't come. But one
to Rocklar.d recently by the illness Mary Grant. Mrs. Alice Grant, stituting for one of the keepers
that
delicious
wholewheat
cereal
stir
until
dissolved.
Add
lemon
people's greainesg as much in the night as she lay in bed, between
Lima Beans
and death of his sister Mrs. Anna Mrs Sarah Brown. Miss Faustina at Rockland Breakwater Light.
the
whole
family
will
lcve.
Address
Juice or vinegar and mix thorough
songs which cheer their hearts as sleeping and waking, the tune in
Mr and Mrs. Maynard OBrien
‘Knox Jellied Waldorf Salad
Conary.
Duncan. Mrs. Ida Dyer. Mrs. Olive
Marjorie Mills. Yankee Network, ly. Allow Jelly to thicken some
rn tin laws which govern »fi*rn her mind grew into a jubilant cres
Dromedary Fruit Squares
Alonzo Sprague has moved to Gregory. Mrs. Mabelle Stone. Mrs. who were at Fort Point Light for
cendo
and
she
heard
the
words
Boston.
Mass.,
or
your
own
station
So it was with "The Battle Hymn
what.
then
add
apples,
celery
and
several weeks, returned home SatCoffee
a house owned by Ernest Smith.
of the Republic,” which continues clearly. “Mine Eyes Have Seen The
E’.da Ames. Mrs. Maud Simpson. turday and left at once for their
for
that.
chopped nuts. Turn Into mold that
• Recipes given.
to stir the hearts of Americans. It Glory. . . .” She groped for the stub
The Union grammar and primary Mrs. Orilla Sampson. Mrs. Leah
Ar.d I think all the free cook has been rinsed in cold water and
was written by Mrs Julia Ward of an old pen and there, In the
schocl teachers gnve a Halloween Beverage. Mrs. Elizabeth Green home in Lubec, having 48 hours
books we have for you would be chill. Unmold on lettuce and
liberty.
Howe in Washington In November half darkness, scribbled the words
entertainment Friday afternoon at law. Mrs. Christine Lipovsky. Mrs.
more than helpful. Wouldn't you serve with mayonnaise.
1861. during a critical period of Ihe as fast as she could write. Soon
the school building.
Susie Wooster. Mrs. Ethel Wooster.
like the beautiful, illustrated Good
Civil War Washington was a city after the wo'-ds were published In
MENU
Mr and Mrs. Charles Joyce were
CUSHING
filled with soldiers, covered with the Atlantic Monthly, but they com
Luck recipe book? And a copy of
manded
but
little
attention
until
a
blanket
of
mud.
The
Capitol,
Breakfast
recent visitors ln Boston.
Dr. Louis Benson attended the
“Care to our coffin adds a nail, no
the
Brer
Rabbit
molasses
cook

Women who Buffer painful. Irregu
unfinished, loomed skeleton • like Chaplain McCabe, newly released
Tetley Orange Juice
lar periods with nervous, nvxxly
recent Osteopathic Convention in
doubt;
book? You may have them if you'll
against the sky President Lincoln from Libby Prison, recited the new
■pells due to functional cause
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD? And every grin so merry, draws one Portland.
Prepared
Cereal
just say so. And we'd like send
should find Lydia E. Plnkham'a
was being bitterly attacked because words in a public address at Wash
WORK WONDERS
Toasted Bacon Roll
Vegetable Compound simply marR. E. Stevens. Leland Delano.
out!"
ing along the collection of Knox
Northern victories were few and ington. Union soldiers confined in
rrlous to relieve euch distress.
Coffee
Matti Niemi and son Nesta Niemi
the defeats many Washington was Libby Prison had chanted "The
booklets plus a brand-new Nestle
Plnkham's
Compound Is made espe
overcast by a heavy pall of gloom. Battle Hymn of The Republic", he
cially to help such weak, tired wom
are seeking employment in Ayer.
Semi-Sweet Chocolate recipe bock.
Lunch
told, to express thelr joy at tho
en to go smiling thru difficult days.
It
was
In
this
mood
of
defeat
and
Mass.
Address Marjorie Mills. Yankee
•Baked Bread and Cheese
Over HOOO.OOO women have reported
anguish that Mrs. Howe and her news of Northern victory. In a few
remarkable beneflu WELL WORTH
A house-warming has been
Network. Boston. Mass., or your
•Spiced Cranberry Relish
husband one day attended a review weeks It became one of the leading
TRYING! Any drugstore.
planned for Mr. and Mrs Roy Vose
own station for these, and please
Apple Sauce
of Union troops some distance from lyrics of the war; It remains one
tonight at their newly-bought home
the city While the manoeuvers of the few that have eudured Irom
were taking place a sudden action that war
on Pleasant Point road
STATE OF MAINE
Donald Crute has returned from
Knox Hospital.
promises everybody plenty to eat.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Lester and UNION
as the local farmers have donated
Charles Esancy is employed by
daughter Nancy of Portland are re
-u r» I. .. «1
W 1350 pounds of chicken, vegetables
ittville. Mrs.
*
pies, which make the chicken
siding in Thomaston while Mr
For the State of Maine
and four dinner complete. The price will be
Lester has employment at the Josephine Sherman
children
and
frier.d
of
Adams.
Morse Boatbuilding Corp. Pre
only 50 cents for the complete din
CANDIDATES to be voted for in the Presidential Election to be held November S. 1940. In all voting pre
viously. Mrs. Lester and daughter Mass., were weekend guests of’her ner for adults and 25 cents for
cincts
in the State of Maine. Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list nf candidates nr
mother,
Mrs.
Carrie
Esancy.
were guests of tlie former's parents.
children. Music will be furnished
Mrs. Georgia Mills who has emt^e new’iy organized Lime City a specimen ballot, FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE.
Mr and Mrs. Ansel Orne Pleasant
FREDERICK ROBIE, Secretary of State.
poyment in Togus is home on two Orchestra Xll the proceeds of the
Point.
I dinner will go to the Finnish Relief.
Mrs. F. I. Geyer and Mrs. H J. weeks vacation.
LIST OF CANDIDATES
Ellis Maddocks has been engaged
•
Marshall were business visitors Sat
In carpentry at the heme of Mrs.
urday in Thomaston.
Henry Turner in Burkettville.
Tht greatest of dreaming ls done
Mrs. Arlene Esancy and chil
NOBLEBORO
dren of Burkettville were visitors by persons who are between 20 and
Public Cooking School (Electric) Sunday at the home of her father, i 2® years old, according to a study
at Star Theatre. Waldoboro, Oct J C Simmons
made by Doris W. McCray, of Cedar
22. Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Brown of Rapids, Iowa, reported ln “Hygeia.
m. Admission free. All food given Appleton were recent callers at ,he Health Magazine.
away. Everybody welcome. Miss John Simmons'.
June Freeman, demonstrator.
124-133 Public Dinner
Odorless Hair Remover
Public chicken dinner will be
A crank control fcr the ventilat- held at Union Masonic hall dining Amazing new whits
Children's
lng
wings is an added feature of the rooms Saturday, served from 6 to 8 cosmetic cream —
Richard Arlen and Andy Devine in “The Leather Pushers."
p. m. The committee in charge painless, economic
1941 Super DeLuxe Ford V-8 cars
Matinee Tuesday 4.00 P. M.

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA

A

FEMALE PAIN

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

PARK, THURSDAY ONLY

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
“CHRISTMAS IN JULY"

al, easy and pleasant
to use. Not irritating
to normal, healthy
skin. NAIR removes
hair and fuzz close
to skin. No bad odor
— leaves skin soft,
clean, fragrant.

NAIR

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRATIC

Willkie and McNary

Roosevelt and Wallace

Vinalhaven, North llaven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

EUGENE B. SANGER, Bangor 0

MRS LFTTIE WARE MEADER
Waterville ["1

□

□

EFFIE W. TALBOT, Machias 0

MRS. FLORENCE M LATNO.
Old Town 0

1

□

Sometimes trouble comes wrapped in little packages. If that's true
Lovely Rosemary Lane starts plenty of fun in the new Warner Bros.
comedv “Always a Bride," by saying “Yes" to the proposals of both John Dick Powell and Ellen Drew are in for it. They co-star in Preston
Eldredr'e and George Reeves. The trio of trouble are shown above In a | Sturges’ Paramount picture “Christmas In July." Right now evervthing
pcene troni tbe Him.
_
J u
>»ut wait until those packages are opened

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
P. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf

For Electors of
President and Vice President

DAVID E1NBINDER. Portland 0

WINFRED V. TABBUT.
Thomaston 0

□

CHARLES B. RANDALL,
Bowdoinham 0

MISS ELIZABETH DONAHUE.
Portland 0

□

i"l

□

WILLARD P. HAMILTON.
Caribou [J

MRS FLORENCE THURSTON.
Bethel 0

ARTHUR JOHNSON. Portland 0

il_J
“|

□

0

MRS. MYRTLE CRANDLEMIRE.
Houlton 0

□

□

WINTER SERVICE
Subject lo change without notice.

Browder and Ford

For Electors of
President and Vice President

For Electors of
President and Vice President

ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:

COMMUNIST

BLAINE S. VILES, Augusta

L. O GORDON. Madison.

□
MARIUS MARTINSEN.

Saint Oeorge

pi
□

THOMASTON

z
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Aldrich ■ Mills Bridal Party

Standard Weights

CAMDEN
ZN /N, ZN
ZN ZN ZN ZS

A A A A
A /N A /N

JUNE COTE
Correspondent
ftft ft ft

SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS

Correspondent
ZS ZN ZN
» Z\ Z\

Tel. 190

Tel. 713

Contract Club met Friday at Mrs.
Oeorge Newbert’a home in Warren.
There were four tables and highest
scores were held by Mrs. Richard O.
Elliot, Miss Harriet Dunn. Mrs. Lee
W. Walker and Miss Lizzie Levansaler. Mrs. Laura Starrett and Mrs.
Flora Peabody were substitutes. The
next meeting will be at the home
of Mrs. Charles Shorey.
Mrs. Lura Libby. Mrs. Florence
Gardiner and Mrs. Letitia Star
rett of Orace Chapter. Mrs. Lilia
Pierpont of Fond du lac Chapter,
Washington, and Mrs. Josephine
Tabbutt of Naomi Chapter. Tenant's
Harbor, attended the annual meet
ing of the Past Matrons' and Pa
trons' Association at Camden Wed
nesday.
Miss Elonla Woodcock came heme
Friday from Portland to spend a
week She was accompanied by
Miss Lena Shorey who passed the
weekend with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Shorey, and Miss
Leola Auger of South Portland who
was weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Woodcock.
The Juniors of the Federated Sun
In the above picture of the Aldrich-Mills bridal narty are: Miss Elizabeth Creighton of Thomaston, Mrs.
day School enjoyed a party Friday
night at the Methodist vestry. Alfred Thatcher I Marjorie Aldrich) of Providence, the bride (Mrs. C. Mason Aldrich) Marjorie Mills of Thom
aston. Miss EUen Mayo of New York, maid of honor; Mrs. John Ross lEdith Rochet of Winchester, Mass.;
There was a good attendance and and Mrs, Arthur Stone i Phyllis Kempt of Danvers. An account of the nuptials appeared in a recent issue.
games were played under the direc
tion of Rev. and Mrs. Leach and
Mrs. E R. Moss. Misses Jean Elliot, Mrs. Thomas Horsley, Mrs. Susie
Jean Cushing and Nancy Libby Peters and Miss Doris Peters went
When Photography Was King
to Portland Sunday to visit the
were in charge of refreshments.
The Union Armistice Day Service boys at Fort McKinley.
will be held Sund.v night at 7 o'clock
Mrs F. C. Oreen of Watertown
at the Methodist Church. All pa and C. J. Copeland of Dorchester,
triotic organizations are invited to Mass., were weekend guests of Fred
Redman.
attend as usual.
Edgar Ames acted as worthy pa
Mrs. Thomas Horsley entertained
tron and Mrs. Lura Libby as con a group of friends Thursday night
ductress at the observance of Guest at a Halloween party at her camp.
Officers night Friday at Primrose Decorations in keeping with the
Chapter, Belfast. Others attend- season were used and an evening of
ing from here were Mr. and Mrs. i games was enjoyed. Prizes were
Edgar Libby. Mrs Madolin Spear, I won by Helen Adams, Vera ChapMrs. Bernice Knights and Miss man Dolores Wallace. Mrs. Oladys
Helen Stetson from Orace Chapter. Condon. Mrs. Alice Robbins and
and Mrs. Lilia Ames of Ivy Chap- Dorothy Brazier. The occasion markter, Warren. Mr and Mrs. Lau- ing the birthday of Miss Wallace,
rence (Ferry of Rockiand, Grace she also received a birthday cake.
Chapter members, also attended.
Refreshments were served The other
Friendly Club meets tomorrow guests were Mrs. Orace Risteen. Mrs
night at 7.30 at Mrs. Josephine Susie Peters and Mrs. Minnie PenStone's home
j dexter, the latter of Rockland.
Pine Cone Trocp Oirl Scouts, had
Elston Luce and
left
an enjoyable Halloween costume Saturday for Wesley Ior .evera!
party at their meeting rooms Sat days' hunting.
urday night. There were 18 pres
VERYONE had a chance to ex i Deming, 80. American painter and
The Segotchet Club held a Hallo
ent and the program was in charge ween party at the garage of Virchange tales of early camera I the first artist famed for his canof Misses
, „ Esther Achorn.
_ Joan Crie ginia Roes, one of the members, days when this trio got together. vases of Indian and animal sub
with. camera. jects. Deming also used a camera
and Oay Stetson. The evening s i Decorations of orange and black, They
- . all pioneered
extensively. Jackson an< Deming
fun started with a ghost walk, and wlth ghosts akeletcng b;ack
bru»ta
P^tobu««™
prizes were awarded Gav Stetson
,
,
.
.
,
.
, ,, j Bl 1 time when buHdlo still roameu tramped the little known trails of
fo fte
t Hallowedco
a«d jack-o-lantems lent a "spooky" ,he PIalns. And here they are re- the West many years ago when
.. ,, D ,,
Halloween costume, atmosphere, as befitted the occa-I united at a dinner in honor of one they were both young men, one
Ruth Butler for the prettiest cos- . sion
The evenlngs fun started i cf them—that agile young man on with his camera and the other with
tume and Audrey Simmons tor with a scavenger hunt which was the left performing with the little his brush, immortalizing the moun
tain peaks and the valleys. They
being
the most difficult
to identify. i won by the team led by Eugene I black box.
_
,
Games were played and cookies. I
and virginia Roes
thelr
"e"^loiranSir took many pictures in spots -where
crackers and punch were served by
tnr thp
„.prp vrvPd rP_
?,'• America s oldest photographer. white man had never set foot be
Mrs Lavinia mint
Miss lane VI1
return tne hun.ers were served re
,Je has get hts camera up in the fore.
Mrs. Lavinia Elliot, Miss Jane Mil- freshments consisting of cider, Executive Suite of the Ford Motor
At the Ford pavilion's dinner in
ler and Miss Phyllis 6immons.
sandwiches, doughnuts and candy. ] pavilion at the New York World's honor of Jackson. Deming called
Henry Hastings was nine years Mrs Kenneth Roes was assisted in Fair to catch the faces of some of attention to the fact that his old
old Saturday and celebrated the erving by Mrs. Warren Ford and
the distinguished members of the friend Is also a painter, saying; “I
occasion entertaining friends and Mrs Clinton Kelly. Other games photographic world who gathered don't know an artist today who can
do the work Jackson is doing. I
there to greet him.
schoolmates at a party. Prizes at fo;lowed to ccmpiete a Jolly eveAt the right is a group of three call him the dean of American
games were won by Joanne Vinai, ning Those presnt were Barbara
including Jackson, who pleased painters because hls work is more
Beatrice Lewis and Donald Teel. Jr Carney. Wendell Young. Eleanor j them alt by instantly accepting a valuable to historians than any
The dining table was attractively Gregory. James Dana, Allene Jones.
Ford Motor Company invitation lo thing ever done.”
At right is Stephen Horgan, 86,
decorated in a color scheme of pink Walter Robertson Patricia Rees, attend a dinner in Dearborn on
April 4, 1943. to celebrate his 100th another white-haired oldster? "Who
and white and refreshments in Robert Beattie, Dorothy Barton.
birthday. 'Tli be there,” he prom had an important hand in popular
cluded three birthday cakes. Mrs. Gilbert Beattie. Audrey Torrey,
ised. “My next ten years are going izing photography. His contribution
Hastings was assisted in serving by Clyde Pierpont, Carol Sewall. Ar
was the invention ot the halftone
10 ba Ike beat years of my lit'Henry's two grandmothers, Mrs. M thur Anderson, Mary Luce. Roy
Beside Jackson is Edwin WiUard | process of photo engraving.
T.
_ Simmons and Mrs. Alton Chase . Bell Virginia Hall. Edwin Leach,
Guests invited were John Spear.
Richards. Fulton Hickman.
the World's Fair. Canada. Niagara
Joanne Vinai, Robert Davis, Keith I
Beattie Rov Elaine and Siene IBet,y
Wa'ter Henry, Oay , Falls and friends and relatives in
oeaiue, Koy, Eiaine ana bigne Stetson. Percy Stanley. Barbara
Swanholm, Helen McLain, Beatrice Sullivan, Oecrge Oreen. Virginia Vermont, Massachusetts and Con
necticut.
Lewis, Jackie and Jean Spear, Roes and Eugene Pales.
Janet Johnson. Leon Simmons,
Miss Eleanor Gregory and Miss
Stuart C. Burgess, attorney at
Danny Lakeman, Raymond Wallace, Betty Fales (spent the weekend in
Wishing Transportation
Clinton Condon, and Sherwin For- Warren, as guests of Miss Christine law. announces the opening of his
TO THE POLLS
new offices in the First Natioral
bus and Donald Teele, Jr., of Rock Crockett and Miss Marie Jones.
ON
TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 3
land.
Special guests were Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Staples, Bank -building. 417 Main street
Contact any member of the Re
Hastings, Mrs. Simmons and Mr. accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. telephone 416 Rcckland.
Chase.
publican City Committee;
133.134.136 & 139
Boyd Stratton and Miss Frances
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O Elliot Woodbury of Belfast and Donald
Ward 1, Earl Chaples; Ward J,
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Dana Johnston of Rumford, left Sun
Japan's National Geisha House
A. D. Fish; Ward 3, Cleveland
leave tomorrow to attend the New day for a hunting trip in the Federation has decided that geisha
Sleeper, Jr.; Ward 4, Basil H.
England Banker's Convention in
must shed their brilliant raiment Stinson; Ward 5, Irvin L. Curtis;
Maine woods.
Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Elliot will
and
gaudy
trappings,
and
appear
in
Mrs. Lottie Simmons of Port
Ward 6, Harry Phillips; Ward 7,
visit thelr daughter, Mrs. Warren
land returned yesterday after a the future in sober dress of staple
Carl Nelson.
Bulkeley and family in Marblehead visit with Mr. and Mrs. Luther , fiber, and 'wearing straight hair
during their week's stay. Hayes 0lark
adorned by ya minimum of omaPulsifer, of Canton, will arrive
Sgt. Richard Moore came from : ments.
Wednesday to stay with James and
Fort McKinley to spend the week
John Dana while their parents are
end with his parents.
away.
Leslie Clark and Mias Hcpe Far
Mrs. Herbert Merrill gave a Hal
lowell party Thursday night for her rington of Portland spent Sun
daughter Dorothy. The house was day with Mrs. Clifford Clark.
The W.C.T.U. Knox County In
decorated with cornstalks, jack-olanterns. witches and other Hallo stitute will hold an all-day session
ween features. A variety of games Friday in Rockland. Miss Ida May
were played and prizes were award Bradford of Augusta and Miss
ed for a guessing game to Robert I Mar&arct Crandon of this town will
Beattie and Patricia Roes, for pin- '>t'
speakers.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Crie who
ning the tail on the Halloween cat.
to Arthur Anderson and Lois Hast passed the Summer at Criehaven,
ings. for holding lucky numbers to left yesterday with their son and
Iwo
arr«/t*ed
<fl|
Robert Beattie and Shirley Shields; daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Ed
/®r traffic violations, w«r«
and for lucky tumblers to John ward Crie for San Diego, Cal.,
sentenced ta preach za*«
Landahl and Lois Hastings. Sand where they plan to spend the
driving /ar two Sunday/•
wiches. cake antj cider were served. Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gould of
Others invited were Nancy Libby,
Betty Lou Seekins, Joan Crie, Wil East Belfast are guests of Mr. and
ma Sheffield, Gloria and Irene Mrs. Luther Clark.
Joseph Scanian returned Satur
Brooks, Mildred Jenkins, Percy
Stanley, Alfred Frankoski, Carl and day to Dorchester, Mass., after a
John Hanson, Dale and Lorraine visit wdth Mr. and Mrs. George
Butler. Danny Lakeman, Lloyd Mil Gillchrest.
Miss Angela Upham of Augusta
ler, Peter Barton and John Spear
■ La Maryland
paid on acciden-t* claim
Mrs. Leona Reed passed the week spent, the weekend at her home
to a girl thrown /rom a
end in Portland with her daughter, here.
cow on a dude ranch •
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark and
Mrs. Lucille Blackington, going
> ¥ ith i # ro '
two
daughters
returned
home
last
temperature
there to meet her son. Averyl. who
outride, a Maryland
came from Providence where he is night after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
boiler inspector
Daniel Keyes, in Bucksport.
attending an engineering school.
/tapped into on ice
Miss Caroline Lermond is in
Mrs. Orace Clark of Cushing is
hou/e -IS* abovetb
dat warm •
Plymouth, Mass., to visit Miss
visiting Mrs. Ada Chadwick.
Dolores Wallace, who is making Maude Lermond.
A brief business meeting of Wilher home with her aunt, Mrs.
Thomas Horsley, is spending two liams-Brazier Auxiliary will be
weeks with her grandmother, Mrs. held following the Armistice sup
13-year-old
per which will be served at 6 30
Melvin Pendexter. in Rockland.
boy prodigy
’
s woz aecuzed ©/
The Past Chancellors banquet at the Legion rooms.
\ do za/< cracking/
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Taylor
will be held Nov. 20 at Arcana
and burglan'ezd
have retuned from a two week’s
Lodge, K. P.
4 ITY COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs, Arthur Risteen, vacation during which they visited

E

WILLKIE VOTERS

I

A

■V

Mr. and Mrs. Henry- Baldwin are
spending the week in New York
City.
Mrs. Albertle Oeorge will enter
tain the Methodist Ladies Aid So
ciety Wednesday at 2 o’clock at
her home on High street.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hunter of
Portland were guests Sunday of
Mr and Mrs. Charles Burgess.
They were accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Me rill Oamage who visi
ted relatives in Rockland.
Harold Dougherty has entered
the Lahey Clinic in Boston for ob
servation.
Miss Caroline Hopkir.s, a student
at Colby College, was weekend
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Adin Hopkins.
Edward Ware, Engine Cadet on
the S. S America. United States
Lines, has been spending a few
days with hls mother, Mrs. Agnes
Ware. He will leave Saturday for
the West Indies.
About 25 attended the covereddish supper held Monday at the
Baptist vestry by the Chadavae
Club. A social evening followed
the supper.
A daughter, Loraine Elma, was
born Oct. 25 to Mr and Mrs. Elmer
Thomas of- North Quincy. Mass.
Mrs. Thcmas was formerly Mary
Feltis of Camden.
Hollie Bennett, Mrs. Hubert Pet
tapiece and children, and Miss
Ruth Bennett returned home Sun
day after spending a few days in
Boston. Mrs. Bennett, who has
been a patient at the New England
Baptist Hospital, returned with
them.

Funeral services will be held this
afternoon at the Oood funeral
home at 2 o'clock for Mrs. Eliza
beth J. Connors, 77, who died at
the home of her son. W S. Coni nors of Lincolnville after a long
I illness. She was born in Yar| mouth
County, Nova Scotia,
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Oeorge Jenkins Besides her son
she leaves three grandchildren.
Rev. Duncan Rogers will officiate
and the body will be taken to Port
Maitland. Yarmouth County, Nova
Scotia, for burial.
Mrs. Earle Belyea and son, Ed
ward. have joined Mr. Belyea in
Cambridge, Mass., where they will
spend the Winter.
Mrs. Percy Hopkir.s entertained
8) members, husbands, and guests
of the Philathea Class Friday at
the home of her sister, Mrs.
Frank Rolerson. An interesting
program was presented and in
cluded these numbers; Piano solo,
Miss Margaret Thomas; saxophone
solo. John Johnson, accompanied
by Mrs. Donald Johnson; vocal
solo. Miss Estelle Beverage, ac
companied by Mrs. Ralph Went
worth of Hope; tap dance, Miss
Beverly Grover; vocal duet. Miss
Phyllis Arnold and James Went
worth of Hcpe; cornet solo, Frank
Milliken; vocal selection, Miss
Mary Reed of Rockport with guitar
accompaniment toy Kenneth Her
rick; guitar solo. Robert Joy; and
a dramatic patriotic reading by
Miss Barbara Dwinal with piano
accompaniment by her mother.
Mrs. Harriet Dwinal. All joined in
singing "Ood Bless America." The
remainder of the evening was spent
socially, and refreshments were
served. Mrs. Olive Greenlaw and
Mrs. Orace Upton assisted the hos
tess in serving.
Mrs. Hayden Marsh of New
Rochelle is guest of Miss June
Cote.

Standard weight per bushel as pro
vided by Section 39 of the Revised
Statutes as amenaed by Public Laws
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
it out and keep for references.
1 Bushel—Lbs.
Apples ........................................... 44
Apples, dried ................................ 25
Barley ........................................... 48
Beans ..............
69
Beans, Lima.................................. 56
Beans, shell.................................. 28
Beans, Soy .................................... 58
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
pole ............................................. 50
Beans, string................................ 24
Beans, Windsor (broad) ............ 47
Beets ............................................. 60
Beets, mangel-wurzel ................. 60
Beets, sugar......................................89
Beets, turnip............................
60
Beet Greens.................................. 12
Blackberries .................... ..... ....... 40
Blueberries .................................... 42
Bran and Shorts ......................... 20
Buckwheat ............................-.... - 48
Carrots ......................................... 50
Corn, cracked .............................. 50
Corn, Indian .................................... 56
Cranberries .................................. 32
Currants ....................................... 40
Dandelions .................................... 12
Peed ________ ____ -................... 50
Flaxseed ....................... .........___ 56
Hair __......... ___
11
Kale ........
12
Lime ..................
70
Meal (except oatmeal)......... ...... 50
Meal, corn -____ __ _____ _
50
Meal, rye................. ................. — 50
Millet, Japanese .......................... 35
Oats ...................... -.................. — 32
Onions ......................... ......... ..... 52
Parsley ....... ..........-.................. ~ 8
Parsnips ....................................... 45
Peaches, dried ........................,.... 33
Peanuts, green .......... _..............- 22
Peanuts, roasted .„........................ 20
Pears ..................................... —•••• 58
Peas, smooth ........ _..........~— 69
Peas, wrinkled ............. —..... —- 56
Peas, unshelled, green ............... 28
Potatoes .............. . .................— 60
Potatoes, sweet______________ 54
Quinces ____ __ —---- ------------ 48
Raspberries ......... .......... ■■—...... 40
Rice, rough.......................... — 44
Rye ................................................ 56
Salt, coarse ............ ................... — i0
Salt. Turk's Island ________ — 70
Salt, fine....................................... 60
Salt. Liverpool ..................
- 60
Seed, alfalfa....................
60
Seed, clover ................
— 50
Seed, hemp...........................
44
Seed, herdsgrass _______
45
Seed, Hungarian grass............ — 48
Seed, Timothy .................... -—- 45
Seed, millet .......... _........... ........... 50
Seed, orchard grass.............
14
Seed, redtop_______________ - H
Seed. Sea Island cotton.............. 44
Seed, sorghum_______________ 50
Seed, upland cotton --------------- 30
Spinach . ....................
12
Strawberries ........... ................... - 43
Tomatoes _____ -____ __ _____ 56
Turnips, English ...........
50
Turnips, rutabaga ___________ 60
Wheat „_____
60
The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour is ______ 196 lbs.
The standard weight of a
barred of Potatoes, is------ 165 lbs.
The standard weight of a
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is 150 lbs.
Would you be happy? then from
out yuor store
Carry good cheer to others; and the
more
You give the more there still re
mains to give;
Cheer dies by hoarding, but when
given doth live. »

The Courier-Gazette
offers the Biggest

PENCIL DEAL
on Record
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE
(limited time only)

Imprinted in Gold Letters
Your own name and address, school, or your
place of business
One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
An offer as sensational as this has been made
possible only through close co-operation with
one of America’s largest manufacturers.
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.

ROCKPORT
ftftftft
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
Tel 2229

Every-Other-Day

be present to assist in the program.
Dinner will be in charge of Mrs.
Nina Carroll, Mrs. Elsie Munsey and
! Mrs. Annie Spear.
Maynard C. Ingraham resumed
his duties Monday at the E. E.
Ingraham Co. after enjoying a two
weeks’ vacation.
Tiie Baptist Ladles' Circle will
meet at the church Thursday this
week, instead of Wednesday for an
all day session. Dinner will be
served at noon.
Stated meeting of Harbor Light
Chapter OE.S. tonight at 7.30 at
Masonic hall.
William Ingraham, clerk at E. E.
Ingraham Co. is having a twoweeks' vacation, a part oi which he
will spend on a hunting trip.
Annual "poetry day" was ob
served by the Twentieth Century
Club when it met Friday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Alice Oardner,
with each member presenting fa
vorite poems. Next Friday the Club
will meet at the home of Mrs. Viola
Spear and Mr.A. Nellie Ballard will
give a review of ‘‘I Married a Vaga' bond" by Franck.
Nov. 26-27 have been set as the
dates for the Senior Class play
j "Uncle Tern's Cabin' to be held at
Town hall.

Llewellyn Porter of Blanding.
Utah is visiting at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Flanders.
Mrs. Edna Dwinal and Mrs. Veda
Brown motored to Waterville Wed
nesday night to hear Mrs. Franklin
D. Roosevelt speak on "The Prob
lems of Youth" at the High School
auditorium under the auspices of
Colby College.
Mrs. Nellie Staples and Mrs. Orra
Burns were guest officers at Visi
tors' Night cf Primrose Chapter,
O.ES. of Belfast Friday, filling the
stations of Associate Condig-tress
and Martha respectively. Other
members of Harbor Light Chapter
attending were: Mrs, Ina Wooster,
Mrs. Louise Holbrook, Mrs. Mildred
Colby, Mrs. Lou Richards, Mrs.
Elsie Hawkins, Mrs. Leona Salis
bury. Mrs. Edith Overlock. Miss Ar
lene Ingraham. Mrs. Marion Rich
ards, Miss Della Larson, Mrs. Edith
Buzzell, Mrs. Alice Marston, Miss Masonic Installation
Helen Small, Mrs. Annie Spear, Mrs.
Tiie annual installation of offi
Cora Upham, Miss Marion Upham.
Miss Helena Upham and Russell cers of St. Paul's Lodge F.A.M. was
Staples. The trip was made in held Friday iiiglit. Rt. Wor. Le
man Oxton, D.D.Q M. of the 8th
Staples' bus.
Allan Robbins and Neil Brown en Masonic District was the Installing
tertained a group of young friends officer and he was assisted in tiie
at a Halloween party Thursday ceremony by Wcr Guy Annis as
night at the home of the former on grand marshal and Wor. Burton
Limerock street. Halloween deco Lowell as grand chaplain. The af
rations were effectively used and fair was semi-private and was well
refreshments were served, follow attended by members and thelr la
ing an evening of games and stunts. dies. Following the ceremony a
Those present were Ralph Murray, social hour witli refreshments was
Alton Cavanaugh. Richard Bowden, enjoyed in the banquet hall.
Those inducted into office were:
James Whitney, Richard Woodward.
Kenneth Marston. Dwight Noyes, Worshipful Master. Russell Thurs
Donald Noyes, and Ronald and ton; senior warden. Herbert Butler;
I junior warden, Roland Richards;
Carlton Thurston of Rockland.
Hugo Echman and family have secretary, Maynard Oraffam; chap
moved from Rockland into tiie Ev lain, Oeorge Cunningham; marshal,
erett Libby house on Amesbury I Wor. Guy Annis; senior deacon,
i Maurice Miller; Junior deacon, Harstreet.
Stuart Farnham has bought the 1 old Graffam; senior steward, Clar
Minhie Weed house on Limerock ence Collamore; junior steward,
street and will occupy it as a resi ^olin Fenwick; tyler, Orris Burns,
dence as soon as repairs are com i Interspersing the ceremony these
J entertaining numbers were present
pleted.
Mrs. Ruth Oraffam entertained ed: Vocal solos by Donald Welt and
the Methodist Junior Choir at a Mrs Bertha Thurston; reading. Miss
Halloween party at her home. The Roberta Holbrook; clarinet duet,
time was delightfully spent with , Norma Hoyle and Beatrice Marston;
games and stunts. On arrival each v«al duet Mr. and Mrs H. O.
guest was greeted by a ghost who Heistad. Prayer was offered by
proved to be Maurice Miller, brother i Rev F Ernest Smith. With approof the hostess. Refreshments were ' priate remarks retiring Worshipful
Master Burton F. Lowell received a
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Payson en j past master's Jewel presented by Mr.
tertained at a spooky bridge party i Thurston.
Halloween night.
Prizes were
In their war against wear. Ford
awarded Alden Dow and Rae Page.
A light repast was served by candle i metallurgists have developed a
light in the dining room which was ! crankshaft of cast-a'loy steel to
decorated. Those present were Mr. I secure rigidity anti hard bearing
and Mrs. Alden Dow, Miss Rae ! surlaces.
Page, Charles Dow and Mrs. Adei
bert Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sims, who
have been employed in New Hamp
shire since the closing of Hotel
WATER PIPES RENEWED
Samoset, are at the home of her
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
brother and sister-in-law. Mr. and
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Mrs. Maynard Oraffam for a few
PLUGGED
weeks before going to Palm Beach,
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
Fla, for the winter.
AND ( 1 MENT WORK
The Farm Bureau will meet Wed
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
nesday at the home of Mrs. Marion
Richards for an all day session
Subject for discussion will be “Aids
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
in Clothes Buying" and Home Dem
onstration Agent, Esther Mayo, will

j

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

ON THIS NEW

• llrrr is a grand oppor
tunity tn own a brilliant
new Zenith Radio at a
sensational low prire—*
powerful 11 tube (including
2 heater-cathode rectifier
tubes and tuning beaenn
tubes) superheterodyne
radio that gets Europe di
rect, has tremendous power
—automatic tuning. Radiorgan (exclusive Zenith
tone invention). Big 12 inch
speaker, Wavemagnet (no
aerial—no groundl. Outer
Circle R, F. Circuit, the
cabinet is beautifully pro
portioned and is finished in
rontrasting walnut—a love
ly addition to any home.

REGULAR PRICE ’99”

NOW ONLY $7995
AND YOUR OLD RADIO

18 Pencils,
30 Pencils,
60 Pencils,

$ .70
1.00
1.75

(Assorted Colors)
Postage 12c

144 Pencils,

$2.75

(Yellow only)

Postage 15c

In writing quality, length of use, and appear
ance, you'll declare them the equal of pencils
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
soft black lead; best for general use.
Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.
Mail your order today.

WITH THE EXCLUSIVE

CRatliorgan
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Every-Other-Day

“My Best Birthday/’ Said Henry Hastings

To Handle Suppers

OCl ETY.

Women Who Will Supply
Wants of Inner Man For
Baptist Men’s League

A W. C. T. U. Institute

This And That

To Be Held Fridav In the
First Baptist Vestry—
An Active Program

A W.C.T.U. Institute will be held
'
I List of housekeepers for the Bap- j
Mrs. Stephen Willis and daugh- ,
Men’s League for the season:
Friday from 10 to 12 noon, and
ters Miss Evelyn and Miss Vir-J Oct. 17-Mrs. Herman Hart, chairfrom 2 to 4 p. m., ln the First Bapginia spent the weekend in East inan; Mrs. Gertrude Studley, Mrs.I.
] tist vestry. The program:
Boston, as guests of Mrs. Willis
q Fuller. Mrs, Harriet Staples, I L
10.00 a. m —Devotions, Miss Lena
brother, Clarence Foster.
| Mrs Alice Kittredge, Mrs. Helen <
By K. 8. F.
Miller.
' Bray. Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs. Sid10
15
—The County Work, Mrs. Mar.
The Misses Katherine Blackman, i ney pierce. Mrs. H. W. Frohcck.
garet Crandon, County Presi
Madeline McConchie and Lois
Nov 21—Mrs. Raymond Greene.
Despite all the peculiarities and
dent.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Karl en Lindsey entertained Saturday nightj chairman: Mrs. Otto Diesler, Mrs J
the more spectacular advances in 10.30—Presenting Our Papers and
tertained at a Halloween party re at a party, at the home of Miss j Mabel Wiley, Mrs. Frances Hall.
the fields of science, invention and
Literature, Mrs. Clara S. Emery.
cently in honor cf Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey, 15 Laurel street. Attrac- ] Mrs Edith Gregory, Mrs. Elmer | ■
manufacture, it is believed that
Singing, Mrs. Nellie Magune
Ernest Brazier, who left Thursday tive decorations were of the Hal- Crockett, Mrs. Alice Kaler, Mrs 1
the greatest achievement in the
pianist.
morning for Detroit where they will loween season, and an evening Winnie Kaler.
past 25 years was and1 is the con
spend the Winter. A covered dish filled with games was ended with' Dec, 19—Mrs. Elvie Wooster. ;
struction of shoes that do r.ot 19.46— "Character Building In the
supper was served, followed by the serving of refreshments. Guests chairman: Mrs. Pauline Saunders.
4-H Clubs, Mrs. Georgia Brow
squeak.
games. During the fishing game were Dorothy Havener, Margaret Mrs. Charles Collins, Mrs. Ada 1
nell, South Hope.
• • • •
Mrs. Brazier hooked a prize fish Johnson, David Bicknell, Ruth Prescott, Mrs. Gladys Mills, Mrs
11.00
—"Social Service Work We
The music loving public are
containing a gift from the crowd.
Robinson, Beverly Havener, Joseph Rose McKinney, Mrs. Amelia John-'
Can’t Do," Mrs. Susie Lamb.
happy to welcome into this neighAnastasio, Stanley McCurdy, Billie son, Mrs Margaret Adams.
Singing
bo: hood the distinguished harpist
Mrs. Guy Wilson has been a pa Aylward, Robert Coffey, Robert
Jan. 16—Mrs. Charles Whitmore,
Carlos Salzedo cf New York city 11.26—"The Department of Motion
tient, at New England Deaconess Kalloch, Richard Brown, Joseph chairman; Mrs. Florian Clark. Mrs.
Pictures," Miss Caremae Brad
who Ls a member of the faculty of
Wilkie and Ronald Lufkin.
Hospital, Boston, the past week.
! Alice Karl. Mrs. Bert Gregory, Mrs
ford,
Augusta.
Noon-tide
the Curtis Institute of Music of
------I Eda Post, Mrs. Frank Maxey, Mrs
prayer, Mrs. Mary Ware, Union.
Philadelphia. Calling Camden the
Mrs. Clarence A Storer was the , Baipb Stickney, Miss Alice Erskine,
Mrs. Frank E. McKinney is visit
Recess Ior luncheon. Arrange
prettiest spot in Maine and pur
ments will be made at the
ing her mother. Mrs. H B. Smith, weekend guest of Mrs. Orris Paige I Mrs E B Ingraham.
chasing a heme fcr Summer use
in Guilford.
: Feb. 20—Mrs. Lucy Rankin, chairchurch for those bringing bas
this week at Lewiston.
there. Welcome, thrice welcome,
ket lunch; tea, coffee, and a hot
~
.... ... man; Mrs. Edna French, Mrs. Milrenowned harpist and gentleman
The vestry of the Methodist drpd Havener, Mrs Cora Richards.
dish will be served.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Dean and
from France.
Church was the scene of much Mrs. Margaret Crie, Mrs. Fred Car• • • •
Afternoon Progain
family have returned from Boston
merrymaking Thursday night, when tcr Mrs LiUian Joyce. Mrs. Vesper
where they visited Kathleen, who is amid
.
.
..
.
.....
..
.w 4
Gardens are new mostly put to 2.00—Devotions. Rev. Earl Lee.
ghosts and witches the mem Packard. Mrs Oliver Holden.
:
This group of Thomaston and Rockland youngsters gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward hast- .j
fQr thp winter The rake 2.15—“Our Presidents' Recommen
still a patient at the Massachusetts
bers of the Epworth League ad
March 20—Mrs. Carlton William-' mgs, 5 Thatcher street, Thomaston. Saturday afternoon to celebrate the ninSh birthday of Henry Hastings.
dations," Miss Caremae Brad
General Hospital.
>
of
mitted members and guests to their son. chairman; Mrs Charles Morey. Front row, left to right: Keith Beattie. Janet Johnson, Donald Teel, Jr., Henry Hastings (the host), Sign.ford. vice president of the State
W.C.T.U.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles E Hol Halloween party. After passing Miss Edwina Jipson, Mrs. Clara Swanholm, Beatrice Lure; second row. Joanne Vinai, Sherwin Forbus, Roy Swanholm, Jackie Spear, Robert sweeten, dressing for the sleep pro
Davis, John Spear, Helen McLain.
brook of Tenant’s Harbor leave through the ghost room and ex- Gregory, Mrs. Joseph Robinson.
ducing food, and blankets will soon 2.46— Music.
Thursday for Winter Hill. Mass., periencing thrills galore the guests Mfg Preeman Brwn, Mrs
come in the form of brush snugly 300—“What and How Temperance
Sgt. John H. Breen, Jr. of Fort
ls being taught ln our High
where they will spend the Winter were asked to sit on the floor of the Blackman, Mrs. Leola Willis, Mrs.
packed over tiie earth where all the
darkened room while a weird voice Fanny Pinkham
McKinley was a weekend guest of
School," Principal Joseph Bialswith their daughters.
bulbs and roots need protection.
from
behind. a , screen
dell.
....
. „ told. a story
..
April 17—Mrs. Bertha Greenlaw, hls mother, Mrs. Rose Freeman,
Good night, gardens; awaken early
The All States Social Club re about being burled alive. Amid the | chalrman. Mrs Maud Tlbbetts. Granite street.
330—Local Presidents' Half Hour.
in Spring.
• • s a
Five minute discussions on local
cently organized by Mrs. M. V. atmosphere the arrival of Madame | Mrs A p Blalsdeil Mrs Abbie
Mrs. Celia Knowton and daughter
deRoquelaine. formerly of Augusta Rene, a famous "mystic from Bos- ( Hanscom Mrs NelUe McKay, Mr,
problems. Miss Margaret Cran
It is a joyous thought tliat Mrs.
Inn
•*
trie
annniinnod
and
nnw
_
.
.
and Damariscotta, held Its first | ton," was announced, and the bovs Lelia Benner, Mrs. Robert Pendle- Betty of Brooks are occupying the
don. Thomaston; Mrs Nina
Mary
Louise
Curtis
Bok.
now
that
Leach, Tenants Harbor; Mrs.
dance and reception at the Hotel and girls got many thrills from ton, Miss Ernestine Getchell, Miss Kenneth Mills apartment at Ma
conditions have improved for her
sonic street place.
»liaibcth Newbert. Appleton;
Roger-Smith. Pennsylvania avenue Madam Rene's predictions for thelr., ABc<." xii-In’osh
financially,
is
taking
over
old
prop

costume:
Mrs. Etta Fernald, Camden:
at 18th street, iNov. 1. The large future. Prizes
, , for the
„ best „
. ’
May 15—Mrs. Harr;' Bickmore,
erty again and putting it ln order
chalrmjn
. ..........
Mrs Ne
llie„ Magune,
Mrs Libby Relief Corps will
Mrs. Clara Emery, Rockland:
.......... ,
......
... Edwin
ballroom lounges and cocktail rooms were ^warded as follows: Best bov I .....
for further beauty and needs of
Mrs Jessie Lash, Friendship;
were filled to overflowing with and girl. I^ona Wellman and Wil-, Kate Brawn Mrs Kstlier McMahon, j have a beano game Thursday at 2.15
this favored and lcvely village of
Mrs. Mary Ware, Union.
guests and members of the club, liam Hopkins; best man and woman Mrs. Hattie Merriam, Mrs. Margaret | o’clock. In the evening the regular
Rockpoit. This time it's the Hotel
The public is invited
which consists largely of the Gov Ralph Clark and Mrs. Elmer Trask, Fifleld, Mrs. Frank Ulmer, Mrs. Lor- I supper will have Mrs. Margaret
Rockport that will come down and
ernment employes in the War and Jr.. Judges were Mrs. Fern Hcrey- 11a Pendleton, Mis. Osmond Palmer Rackliff as chairman, followed by
make room for Uie much wanted
____________
the regular business meetihg.
Navy Departments. There are many seck, Mrs. Esther Dolliver. Mrs. j
Library.
Buswell
and
Mildred |
new arrivals in these particular de Laura
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike
partments. ycung folks, with no so Achorn. Mr and Mrs. Robert' Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary will
“When Knighthood Was in
cial connections in Washington, and Gregory assisted the young people in -lc^d a special meeting Wednesday leave Tliursday for their Winter
1 Flcwer," What memories that title
Begins In Rockland Next
planning
the
party
and
took
charge
;
night
at
7
o'clock
*at
the
Legion
many of them are homesick and feel
sojourn in Florida.
brings to mind and how we would
Tuesday
—The Good
of
the
games
and
relay
races.
Apples
:
ha
"Several
applications
for
very much alone when not working
enjoy the thrill we experienced
and com cakeswere served from an membership are to be acted upon,
That
Is
Done
in office, no place to go at night and
Mrs. Arthur W Bowley was hos
when we first read that book. And
------meet friends, and so Mrs. deRoque- attractively decorated table, under
tess last night to Monday Niters
we would much like to have seen
The Rockland Branch Chapter
Mrs. Delia Sullivan of Portland at her home on Talbot avenue.
laine is solving tiie problem for them direction of June Chatto the league
the play as given at Oak Grove of the Red Cross is one of 3.716
I is spending a few days with her Prizewinners were Mrs. Austin
by organizing this Social Club which president.
School
for
Oirl;
with
brilliant
------I sister, Mrs. Elmer 8. Bird, BrcadChapters and 7.133 branches which
will hold these delightful getHuntley, Mrs. William Hooper.
young Joan Ferry in the cut. That
cover
the entire United States
Andetson
Auxiliary,
S.U.V.,
will
way,
incidentally
casting
a
vote
for
Mrs. Forest Hatch and Mrs. Fred
together dances every two weeks
young lady will do things in her and its insular possessions. The
Wednesday night at 7.30 Willkie. Mrs. Sullivan was guest Vinai, and consolation and door
this Winter. In saying "good night" meet
future
worth
while
we
make
a
guess.
o’clock at Grand Army hall. Sup- I at the Dorcas club at Mrs. Bird s
present roll call, which begins ln
• • • •
prize to Mrs. John Mills. Mrs.
all exclaimed tliat they had had a
per will be served at 6. with Mrs. Monday
Rockland Tuesday, flov. 12. is the
Mills will be hostess at next week’s
most happy evening and will look
Maine's biggest cowboy jamboree been eagerly awaited to make a
Have you ever heard tliat silver 24th roll call of the American Red
-Mae Cross, chairman.
I
_____
forward to the next dance with
meeting.
will be presented in Rockland's Personal appearance in this lo- Is the best conductor of electricity? Cross, to enroll members for 1941.
Opportunity Class will meet’
C:arence SlaP‘« °f
pleasure.
_
cality. This aggregat.on is cornTills is a membership organization
A
Kiwanis
Ladies'
night
was
large Community Building Friday,
0( ejgbt instrumentalists and
Thursday night at the home of MeKmley was a weekend guest of
The best use I have ever seen and a cord.al Invitation to join
held last night in the South Heading this show will be Tony, lingers of your favorite western
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andrew
for beer was out in Australia where is given to every man and woman.
Mrs. Clara Oregory, Old County
Thomaston Grange hall, with a Juanita and Buddy featured artists songs. Al and his cctnedy routine
Peter's Church will give a parish
Staples, Crescent street,
a man watered an oak tree for
road.
Captain Keryn ap Rice is gen
supper being served by the East over radio station WBZ This trio will bring hcwls of laughter to the ___ _
supper Thursday night at 6 30 in the
ome years with nothing but beer eral chairman, assisted by Her
Undercroft. This will be preceded
Attending the visiting officers'
Mr. and Mrs. G. Carl Cassens are ern Star members. Dr. Donald ot young Instrumentalists and audience, and his sor.gs and yodtLs 1lusty Olk became a g.ant bert C. Ntw begin, Mrs. Ruth EUby a service of evensong at 6 o'clock. night at Primrose Chapter. OES.. motoring through New Hampshire, Leigh was chairman of the de- vocalists has a long list of sUc- as well as musical numbers will de- | among a lot of other trees of this
Following the supper Fr. Kenyon in Belfast Friday night were Mrs Vermont and other States to Phi’.a- lightful affair, which ended ir. a cesses. Juanita in particular, who light every one present at this big i brand that were sti'.l in their seem- ir.gwood ar.d Mrs. Dora Bird and
will talk about his recent trip to Clara T. Curtis. Mrs Belle Frost, delphia. and Washington. They left dance. Special prizes were award- was with George and Juanita a
entertainment attraction. , ing infancy although planted at th< as a "special gifts" committee. LawKansas City, where he attended the Mrs E C Boodv. Mr and Mrs Rockland for Parkman Saturday of ed. among the winners being Mrs ] few years ago is well known in this i Jerry and Sky, "The Lonesome . anlP time xs ti,P oak of great ton Bray is to act as treasurer.
There is to be no "house to
triennial convention of the Episco Ravmond WWte.' Mr. and Mrs. las‘ »“k; and leIt Parkman Sun- John Pomeroy, Mr. and Mrs. ] section. Tony is a former Yankee Trailers.” two r.ew entertainers will beauty and health
house"
canvass during roll call
pal Church. There will also be an Harold Whltehlll, Mr. and Mrs. I daV afternoon with their son, Pas- Charles Berry. Mr. and Mrs. Fran- Network artist, and is now heard be well received with their wit, song,
time, unless voluntary contribu
informal Auxiliary meeting to plan Otls Albee. Mr and Mrs. Jesse '°r Kl>'’neth H Cassens and his cis D. Orne, Miss Esther French , over New England's main outlet and instrumental numbers.
Edwin C. Hill in hls radio broad
the advent work. During the eve Bradstreet. Miss Katherine Veazie. wlfe- They wlU_ Visit the cities and Richard Bird.
WBZ. Buddy, known as the fid- ] There will be a special children's cast said that “doughnuts and cof tions do not come in as promptly
as desired. The goal set tor Rock
dling
fool.
Is
also
a
comedian
well
J
matinee
at
4
p.
m.
at
which
390
souning the beautiful afghan present Mrs. Annie Collamore. Mrs. Millie mentioned and other places through
Dr. C. D. North returned yes worth seeing. Before coming to venirs will be given free to the first fee" was the traditional feast for land is 2.000 members at 81 each.
ed by Mrs. Amory B. Allen, will be Thomas, Mrs. Grace Rollins. Mrs. the week, returning to Maine SatHalloween. This was probably a Only 50 cents of each membership
awarded. Supper arrangements are Bessie Church and Mrs. Aurelia j
and
Ckland Monday. terday afternoon from Boston New England. Juanita and Buddy 1300 children entering the hall,
slip of the tongue. We do not gc fee is used to support National
where
he
has
been
a
patient
at
her brother, were heard on the Na-1 The big evening show is at 8 lastin charge of Mrs. Amory B Allen, Bray. Mrs. Church was acting as- Nov 1 •
_____
Pratt Memorial Hospital. He was tionaJ Barn Dance and on the ing frem two and cne-ha’f to three back on our New England tradition Red Cross service. The balance
Mrs Keryn ap Rice, and Miss Mar sociate matron and Mr. Bradstreet
(f doughnuts and cider and of
accompanied by Mrs. North and
hours with songs of the golden west. course plenty of apples ln the cider. is retained by the Rockland Chap
garet 3uttomer.
acting associate patron.
Miss Mari0? Weidman was hos- his sister, Mrs. Merle Thomas. Al Grand Old Oprey.
ter for local work. “Local work"
Al
Rawley
and
hls
Wild
Azaleas
high
class
comedy
and
Hill-Billy
i tess to the November meeting of
• • • •
defined as Home Service for
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Pupils ot Miss Mabel Lamb will ! ady Kncx Chapter D.A.R. at her though Dr. North is resting com- | of radjo station WHDH are well music played by New England's No.
Shipyards ia Norway have been service and ex-service men and
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for appear in a private piano recital home in Rockport. Twenty mem- fortably at hts home on Union known over thp air waves and have j j Hill-Billy Band.
I put to work building for Germany tbeir families, Disaster Prepared
Dresses. Complete stocks always Thursday night at 7.30 o'clock, at; **rs answered to roll call. The street, he is unable as yet to re
125 whaling vessels. These will be ness. Rebel and Volunteer Produc
ceive
visitors.
on hand. New merchandise coming the home of Mr. and Mrs. Morris , cnairman of committees gave rei used as mine sweepers during the tion service.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan O. Ljndsev. I HERMAN LISSOK
in every day at moderate prices B Perry 96 Limerock street. Those j P°rts of their activities and the re
Herman Lis ok. 59. formerly of War and later the* h°P« for whaldaughters Mrs. Margaret Smythc
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
H.
McLn-u
The Junior Red Cross in the
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, taking part will be Charles Perrv. ««*. Mrs Ro'se' «ave • report
'.'ass.. |
PWPQP
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Allen and Mrs. Gwendolyn Daley, sons this city, died ln a Pr
local schools, headed by Aliston
School street. Rockland.
107-tl Jackie Hughes.
Henriella
Stiles.
!
the
first
district
meeting
which
Hughes,
spent the weekend as guests of Allan C. Lindsey, Jr„ and Dwane hospital Sunday.
India is now frequently using Smith, sent four Representatives
Carol Ann Wolcott, Mary Carrillo, was held at "Montpelier" recently. Mrs. McLoon's parents, Mr. and
Mr. Lissok left Rockiand in 1924.
Lindsey and grandson Burton ...
,
,
A
very
pleasing
program
featuring
American
built motor cars and to a meeting Saturday. Thelr du
William East, Lucille Stanley, Bar
„ ,
,
?
, ,, .
having been employed many years
Mrs.
H.
Nelson
MacDougall
at
ties will be to distribute posters,
Daley
who
were
here
to
attend
’
he
u
„
__
Today and Wednesday
by Thorndike <fc Hix. Inc., and also British India Is happy over this placards, etc., on Saturday before
bara Lassell, Dorothy Peterson and American music was presented, be- their Casco Bay farm.
funeral of Mrs. Charles D. Lind
ginnnig by all singing a verse of
great
joy
riding
ability.
by Oscar Carrell of Rcckvllle. He
Madeline Munro.
Armistice Day. Places where mem
• • • •
sey have returned to Braintree. was much interested in local sport
"The Star Spangled Banner,” fol
Eight cars loaded witli young peo
berships may be paid will be set
"Yes.
I
started
at
the
bottom
and
lowed
by
Stephen
Collins
Foster's
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Constantine
ing affairs and at one time was a
ple of the Christian Endeavor of
up ln strategic points about the
and Mrs. Ralph Smith and daugh"A Beautiful Dreamer' pre the Littlefield Memorial Church left
------wrestler, with considerable prowess. have now worked to the top."
"ity ard suburbs; destinations will
“Hew did you do it?"
fers Louise and Corinne were sented by Mrs. Evelyn Andrews ac- the church Friday night to join
Dr. Neil A. Fogg has returned He is survived by his wife, Hanbe
announced.
"Well,
I
began
as
a
boot-black
weekend guests of Mr and Mrs.' ^mjwnied
^_M^_
, .
_
. ^Uwn.^Mr^
. .„
ithe young people at Morrill in the home greatly benefited by a long nah Lissok; a son. Herman Lissok and now I am a hairdresser."
Wilhe.mina
Fcgg
r
a
)
f
j
p
bafn
ad
j
olning
the
parsonage
Richard Buttner in Jonesport.
period of recuperation.
^T-< of Albany, N. Y.. and a daugh• • • •
N Y A. work which «he gave at the ; f£>r a Hallween
The b *n
____
, ter, Mrs. George McLaughlin of
Columbus, the great Christopher
dbtrict meetrng. The program con- was a
iatel decorated wRh
Pittsfield. Mass. He was a member
The Chamber of Commerce Aux- cf Co H TillbCn Light Infantry> of fame in discovering Cuba, called
Easy to relieve eluded with Mrs. Andrews singing jack 0. lanternSj cornsta,kg_ Autumn
It the most beautiful land that
leavfts
flnd made
misery direct- , Foster s "My Old Kentucky Home
iliary will hold a tea Thursday and Knox Aerie of Eagles.
without “dosing”. ; The hostess and her a^sistanU, M s. | p]ace fcf
eyes ever beheld.
from
3
to
5
at
the
home
of
M's.
Services will be at the late resi
Rub throat, chest,
• • • •
ma^ han<Jshaking R dld nct Knott Rar.kin. 74 Cedar street. dence, 117 Seymcur street. P.ttsand back with .. . | Barnard. Miss Edith Bteknell Mrs, , ajd
Introductions
sometimes
are
Inez Bronkie, Mrs. c ,.e > ... {ake
[wo gr0Upg jong
get ac. Assisting Mrs. Rankin on the com leld, Mass., this afternoon.
tricky and one can easily slip up
and
Miss
Anna
Thorndike
served
re1
mittee
will
be
Mrs.
Crawford
Gat

USED BY 3 OUT
quainted and before many minutes
on names in the crucial moment
OF 5 MOTHERS
Ardrey Orff. Mrs. A.
passed everyone----------was busy
play comb. Mrs. ,,
VapoRub freshments during the sccial hcur. had
-------------------------, ,_
_
, o
Rcar seat passengers In 1941 Tu- as a man did recently when intro
ing games, bobbing apples,, having
Oregory* Mrs. Everett L. SP««-’ dor se^ns and sedan coupes will ducing a famous Yale man as Pro
fortunes told, with several kinds of I ^rs A^an McAlary. A.l the wives find it extremely easy to get in and fessor Yelps of Pale.
• • • •
races thrown
in to make a—very
' the members of . ths Chamber
---------------------------------I en, _ |of
.
out. The right and left sides cf the
Wednesday-1 hursday
GRAPHIC’S
joyab’.e evening pass almost before of Commerce are invited and a fuU.wid,h front gsat batks ,win3
The United States Forest Servica
it could be realized. Refreshments atanding invitation is issued to a.l lnward as t!,cy are
lorward, planted 125.950,000 trees on 131.000
of McIntosh apples, doughnuts and | newcomers who have attended teas wldeclng the pa.s ageway to the rear acres of national forest last year
They had heaven
Children's Matinee Wednesday
punch were much enjoyed. Rev. ln ^e past.
, spaj
4 00 P. M.
in their hands,
and more than half are growing
THEATRE
'
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Marstaller of
Ginden
Tel 2619
and that Ls far better than some ol
and wouldn't
Rockland and Rev. Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday
this werk of redoing our land.
let go!
• • • •
I Dorr of Morrill acted as chaperones
TUESDAY ONLY, NOV. 5
After a lively sing, with accordion
Fannie Hurst ln her political
Encyclopedia Night, Vol. 3
MOW IS THE TIME
and violin accompaniment, the
write-up of tiie President's wife,
Hear (he election returns from party left for home with thoughts
-aid, "She walked into the White
our stage
long to be remembered of a fine
House, put it ln order." The White
POWELL'DREW
To Have Your
House had been put into the most
Kenneth Roberts' brilliant se time enjeyed in Morrill. Those at
perfect and needed order by Mrs
quel to “Mutiny On tiie Bounty," tending from Rockiand were: Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Griffin, Walter
Hoover who searched the country'
it*S—
Griffin Jr., Perley Bartlett, David
over for discarded treasures in heir
“CAPTAIN" CAUTION”
Libby. Oliver Wiggin, Kathleen
looms of priceless value and placed
For LittU Tote
Victor Mature
Louise Plat I Chase, Mis. Eleanor Libby, Eleanor
to the great advantage and charm
Leo Carrillo
Libby. Arlene Bartlettt. Lecna Loth-'
of
the
White
House,
them
&.- -V»
Written ood Directed
TAKEN—A photograph
rop, Janette Carter, Lawrence Lord,
back where they belonged. Tills
WED.-TIIURS., NOV. 6-7
Barbara Bartlett Miriam Dorman,
by Preston Sturges
country was proud of the beautiful
is
a
gift
that
will
alwayi
Sylvia Hooper, Barbara Robinson,1
tribute to the past that Mrs,
Student Matinee Wednesday 4.0!)
] Charlotte Dean. Betty Gamble, Mr.
C
4 tf
Hcover had made by hard work and
bring
joy
to
your
family
A. man with the courage to and Mrs. Ronald Lord, Richard
NOW PLAYING
great expense which she personally
G»rm«nt
build an empire and handle more Giles. Robert Giles, Perry Lothrop, I
covered and what was done with
“DOWN ARGENTINE WAY"
and friends.
than cne wife. Don't miss—
On in a jiffy! Easy to manage.
Fred
Ray,
Mrs.
Marita
Mealey.
Julia
much
of
this
valuable
historic
Fine ribbed cotton, rayon
with.
Mealey, Barbara Mealey, Elaine
work? Discarded and sent to the
striped. Warm winter weight.
I)nn Ameche, Betty Grabble
Carroll, Doris Gray, Lunette Gray,
Speedy delivery to our n/fleo
attic!
or your home A ime.! de
in technicolor
• • • •
witli
Mr. and Mrs. William Dorman, |
-SPECIAL
—
livery charge. No C O D. fee'
TYRONE POWER
Ruth Dorman, Margaret Dorman,]
Three years of determined effort
One
of
our
beauti'ul
LINDA DARNELL
Marian Barltett, Winfield Melvin,
by perfume manufacturers produced
mounted 8x10 Photographs
SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO
DEAN JAGGER Lester Spencer, Kendrick Dorman, I
only 609 ounces cf the rare Ber
given FREE with each or
Ruth Hammond, Lucy Munro. Roger ,
muda passion flower perfume.
ROSEMARY LANE
der of one dozen photo
• « • •
Coming. On
Stage:
Tex Conant, Geneva Hill, Ruth Carter,1
graphs. This offer is good
340
Main
St.,
Rockland
Thorne, WABI Popular Singer,] Carolyn Candage Marjorie Robin
898
Men more often suffer ulcers of
lo
Nov.
16
only.
Appointments may be madc
and “Crackers,” with Danny son, Austin Ulmer, Leona Flanders.
the digestive tract than women,
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Week Days,
by telephone, Rockland 610-NI.
433 Main St. Tel. 1380
Patt.
Irene Gamble, and Mr. and Mrs. i
so the medical profession tells the
3.00, 6.30, 8.30
Sundays,
Marstaller.
I
world.
I

Elias J. Burroughs of Somerville,
Mass., and daughter, Mrs. Ethel
Mitchell of Lexington, Mass., are
guests for a Jew days of Mrs. Frank
Post, Trinity street. Mr. Burroughs,
a former well known Rockland resi
dent, is having a short vacation.

TO PLAY HERE ON FRIDAY

Red Cross Roll Call

,

J,

BABY'S

COLD

VICKS
w

p-

C OMIQUt

CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS

PHOTOGRAFHS

BUnON-TOGETHER
VESTS AND PANTIES

17 ** Each

“Brigham Young”

Strand

THE
NICHOLAS
STUDIO

<*Ec
DO
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Romance Of The Pea
Common Garden Variety
Has a Family Tree Dating
Back To Stone Age

Crockett Lineage

Methebesec s Golden Jubilee Party

m

Information Wanted As
To That Of James
Crockett

a;

They Bought
A Gold Brick

'T'HOSE wealthy individuals who
* head large Eastern corporations
Maybe you're pretty proud of Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
and who were the financial angels of
Investigations I have made in
that grand o!d name of Smith and
repeal must have had many bitter
go arcund bragging that you can dicate that the Crockett families
moments since 1933.
trace your family tree back to Wil- of Rockland and Thomaston are
Fletcher Dobyns, now retired but
liom the Conqueror. Well, if your 1 descended from Nathan or Na
long on eminent lawyer, studies the
name was Pea—Common Oirdcn
people and the motives in his
Variety Pea—then you'd have some thaniel of Falmouth, who in turn
“Amazing Story of Repeal." Dobyns
was
a
son
of
Thomas
and
Dorothy
thing to boast about, writes Hay
definitely charges certain of the na
Mills frem Chicago.
of Greenland Thomas was a son
tion's very wealthy men with spon
The Greeks had a word for it of Elihu, according to Libby, who
soring lawlessness and crime dur
"Pi os" When they took the pea
ing 1920-1933 to bring repeal of pro
was a son of the original Thomas
to Rome, it became “pisum." The
hibition.
The cream of the jest ls that their
name eventually passed on to the , Crockett and Ann of Kittery.
I find that Nathaniel Crockett
sole original purpose in bringing
English as “peafon." then "pease"
back the liquor traffic was the be
or “pecsse." Tlie English dropped before living in Thomaston or
lief that liquor taxes would make it'
the “s' and "pea' became the uni Rockland lived ln Vinalhaven and
possible for the federal government1
versal name for that little green ne is a brother of Jonathan who
to decrease income taxes.
glebule. When the pea arrived in lived in Thomaston. A John died
To reduce their own taxes, they
Fiance around 1600 lt was eclat.' in 1777 and the two were adminis
were willing that a "poisonous nar-'
Only the richest of the French trators of his estate so that he
cotic again be peddled in the market
could afferd this delicacy which was probably a brother. James
places," according to a recent re- ■
sold at 50 crowns per lltron—$62.50 also runs in this family and there
view of the book made for National
for an English pint. But the price was a James who served in Capt
W. C. T. U.
didn't *tcp those gourmets. Madame Crabtrees Co. in defense of
In 1933, they settled back hoping
de Malntenon in a letter dated May Frenchman s Bay and I flnd an
for a life with reduced income taxes!
10.1696, said:
other re'crerce to "Jame ' Crockett
How bitterness must have gnawed
"The subject ot peas continues to whose liberation from prison by
at their hearts in the years since
absorb all others. The anxiety to the British seemed undesirable in
cat them, the pleasure of having dicating that perhaps his loyalty Left to right: Mrs. Hester Chase. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich. Mrs. William Ellingwood. Mrs. Ralph W. Emerson of 1933! Especially just before March
15 of each year as they signed their
Island Falls. Mrs. Angelica Glover. Mrs. Mary L. Avery.
eaten them, and the desire to eat was questioned. I am inclined to
income tax returns at new, higher
them again, are the three great think that this James was also a
The meeting of the Methebesec mens Club sporsored by the tures of entertainment a session of rates!
matters which have been discussed brother of Nathaniel and Jonathan.
"Information Please" was presen- |
by our Princes fcr four days past. i I am writing this to clear up the Club Friday afternoon at the Uni- Methebesec Club. The three mem ted. Dorothy Maynor, famous Ne- I
Hurts Employment.
bers
by
whom
the
tribute
was
so
Seme ladies, even after having lineage of James Crockett, born versal'st vestry was in the nature
gro soprano, sang, and Alfred Lunt ' Some persons thought resumption
tupped at the Royal Table, and in 1777. probably at Vinalhaven, ' ot a Golden Jubilee party in ob- richly deserved received approving and Lynn Fontar.ne gave excerpts
of browing and distilling under re
well supped too. returning to thelr who married Elizabeth Brackett , servance of the 50th anniversary J applause from the others of the from their cut rent success. "There peal would do much to lessen un
club
and
were
presented
with
ex

own home, at the risk of suffering from Cape Cod whose lineage I am
employment, but no such effect has
Shall Be No Night."
from indigestion, will again eat also serklrg. Their son James. Jr., , of the General Federation of Wo- quisite medals.
The Forum holds sessions almost resulted, the Newburgh, N. Y., News
peas before going to bed. It ls both who married Lucy Ames Yeung ' men's Clubs. Hostesses were: Mrs 1 An Interlude of music was given continuously for three days, and commented recently.
a fashion and a madness."
was a Representative from Vinal ’ Adelaide Lowe. Mrs. Josephine ' under the direction of Miss Mabel In accordance with a custom.
The newspaper referred to figures
Peas today are no lenger a lux haven. New the only Crockett Rice. Mrs. Angelica Glover. Mrs Holbrook, chairman of the Music President Rcosevelt closed the final cited in a Newburgh address by
ury. but, rather a necessity. They with family on the island in the Eva HeUier. Miss Mabel Holbrook. Division, the numbers being:
session by radio. Mrs. Emerson Mrs. D. Leigh Colvin, New York
have become the leading canned census of 1790 was Isaac but this Miss Margaret G. Stahl. Mrs. Two pianos In r. Hong Kong
Garden.
Mr- M H Gulesl&n said she used the Herald-Tribune W. C. T. U. president, showing that
vegetable ln the grocery field, run name was not repeated in the fam Katherine Haines. Mrs. Bernice
Was Stahl and Mias Ruth
Forum as being a vital contribu if money which has gone and is go
Seabury < guest
ning each year a million or so cases ily and I am inclined to believe 1 Havener ar.d Mrs. Grace Rollins.
ing into liquor were diverted to gen
Soprano—Homing.
del Riego tion to the understanding of pub
ahead of the next canned vegetable that James. Sr.. was either a son Serving as decorations were beau- i Love Planted A Ro-e
Ralph Cox lic life in which American women eral industry employment would be
Mn Lowe
They command an annual market of James or of John who died in tlful Chinese articles such as coats. !
several times greater.
Liszt take such an active part today.
cf some 22.000 000 cases Especial 1717. It wculd look as if all of I kimonos, panels, screens, cloths. Plano solo—Llebestraum.
Miss Seabury
The article continued:
Few
women
speakers
appearing
attention is being drawn to them these Crocketts who were cf the * etc . exhibited under the direction I Contralto—Once I Heard a Voice.
"There is another point to be con
Paisley i before the Methebesec Club have
throughout the nation during Octo Fox Islands at first were of the of Mrs. Rice. Mrs. Glover. Mrs
When a person spends
I Wonder II Ever the Rose.
Slater I so delighted her hearers as Mrs. sidered.
Mrs Gladys Heistad
ber and November In an observance store family Would greatly ap Ruth Albee and Mrs. Hellier as a
Emerson.
Pleasing to the eye money for a useful manufactured
by farmers-growers canners. and preciate hearing from anyone who contribution to the program
Mrs Lowe led in the singing of i and possessing great charm of product, such as a car, radio, re
retailers of the 80th anniversary ol can throw light on this question.
Miss i manner, her mode of speech was frigerator. or piece of furniture, he
In the early part of the business j "America the Beautiful.'
the first successful pea-canning ef
I am also locking for the ante- ' session Mrs. Maude Blodgett, chair Stahl acted as accompanist.
: most gratifying. Speaking with- has the use and enjoyment of such
fort in the United States Peas dedents of James Miller of Hamp man of Heme Service. Knox County
Tlie speaker cf the afternoon i out notes, she displayed excellent an article over a long period. But
starch and easily digested natural den and later of Herman Pond who Chapter. American Red Cross, told was Mrs. Ralph W. Emerson of
money spent for drink is money that
; diction, moderation In presenta- brings no return at all. leaves noth
sugars make them an unique com married Sarah Buck, whom also of the forthcoming Red Cross drive ! Island Falls, firs: vice president of
| tion. and beautv of voice ouali’v. ing in the hands of the purchaser,
bination of carbohydrates, vita I am unable to place. James was 'Nov ll-30> and read a portion of the Maine Federation and State
mins. minerals, protein and alka a son of either Robert or John of the National report of Red Cross Chairman of the Golden Jubilee, | Refreshments were served in the satisfies an appetite only temporari
j parlors, wnere the mam .aoie, re- ly, and may do actual harm."
line properties
Hampden. I am sure.
activities, the paragraphs pertain who said she felt it a great priv j splendent ln a lace cloth over
Due to the great strides made by
ilege
to
participate
in
the
various
Evan L Reed
ing to work in China being par
green ar.d a sumptuous birthday ]
the American canning Industry, all
NEW DEAL WISDOM
80 N. Clark street. Chicago. Ill.
ticularly pertinent as the club this Jubilee programs and to have op cake iced in white and green and '
the gcod qualities of fresh peas are
(For The Courler-Oazette)
season is studying China. Mrs. portunity to be present when wo flanked by tall green candles, was
sealed in the can within a few
Blodgett in stating that this would men worthy of the Pioneer Women surrounded by smaller individual ! To make our nation prosper
hours after harvesting and are NORTH HOPE
be the first Knox County Red spirit were honored. It was the I tables, also attractive in dainty i W’e mint discourage thrift:
The Central Maine Power Co.
much cheaper to housewives all the
To make the weak folks stronger
Cross roll call in 17 years, due to Pioneer Women. Mrs Emerson
strong ones must he miffed;
year round than those marketed as has been putting in a line through the work being incorporated as stressed, whose keen insight and I cloths and flowers. At main table ToThe
make our small men bigger
were seated: Mrs. Emerson. Mrs.
; North Hope and North Appleton.
fresh peas.
We
must
big men small:
i
a part of the Community Chest determination cf purpose have j Avery. Mrs. Chase. Mrs. Rich. Mrs. To help the make
poor and needy
WiUard Tiffany of Camden has
Canned peas are rated as a good
The rich we must hcmatil
heretofore, appealed to the club kept alive the organization known Eilingwood and Mrs. Angelica
source of Vitamins A. B and C. and been wiring the houses of Charles for a committee of volunteer work as the General Federation of Wo
And to Increase our w ges
Oliver ia former 9th District di
Let us pull payers down
also contain Vitamin G
Many Plummer ar.d Donald Perry
ers. Mrs Ruth Ellingwood ar.d men's Clubs for 50 years, .ar.d still rector!. Sandwiches, cakes and Well keep ourselves frem trouble
Mrs L. H Perry was guest Mon
housekeeper- still have the mistaken
And wear a comfort crown
Mrs Dora Bird responded and it holds the torch on high at the be
spending much more money
idea that tt is not safe to allow day of her daughter Mrs. Amis is expected this committee will be ginning of the next half-century cockies. and coffee were served, ByThan
all our Income brings
augmented by the birthday cake j
And
mortgage all our future
canned fcods to stand in an open Johnson in Rockland
1 enlarged. Elected to membership for yet greater undertakings and which was cut and served to each
For
some
luxurious things
Mrs. Donald Perry called Tues
can. Canned peas, like all canned
forever
were: Mrs. Laura Buswell. Mrs. success.
member. Mrs. Annie Stevens, whose Security
vegetables, may be safely kept in day on her grandmother Mrs. Ella
Well
found
on mounting debt
Mrs. Emerson used as a striking skill is unsurpassed, headed the And borrow funds
Feme Horeyseck and Mrs. George
still greater
Wallace and aunt Mrs. William
an open tin.
When payments must be met
Ker.v on. The resignation of Mrs. example of a Jubilee observance Social Committee ln serving re
Murphy of Rockport
And
character
well
nourish.
j Lettie Carter, due to residence re the anrual Ntw York Herald- freshments.
All virtues that men need
Mrs. Mildred Pease has been in
Of al lhte automobile companies
By
killing
self-reliance
Triune
Fcrum
which
she
attend

moval to Augusta, was regretfully
Another feature of the meeting
building motor cars in 1903. less South Hope for a few days to as- accepted.
ed a short while ago. Ten years was the silver contribution made by ' In thought and word and deed
Allison M Watts
than a dozen remain And of these sist her sister Mrs. Pushaw
Mrs Mary Avery, president, in ago only 3C0 wemen attended this the members for the Educational
Jamaica. Vt.
only a few are original companies.
Mrs Clara Hall is in Boston for
Forum.
This
year
over
16,
COO
ap

introducing the Golden Jubilee
Fu d, a meet worthy gesture of
One is the Ford Motor Company.
a visit with her sister Susie Wiley.
’ observance, spoke briefly in ex- plications were received when only- I the Golden Jubilee year.
■ planatlon of the event, stressing some over 2 0C; ccuid be taken
The next meeting will be on Nov.
1 that the Jubilee, country-wide, care of. The Forum organized for i 15 at the home of Mrs. Anna Nel
the
purpose
of
discussing
curent
was taking advantage of this op
son. Warren street, with Mrs. Laura
portunity to pav tribute to the Pio problems — scientific, industrial, Maxey and Mrs. Ruth Albee as as
neer Women of the Federation in educational political, artistic 'thea sisting hostesses. Program parti
its early days of effort by honor tre. motion pictures, music, litera cipants will be Mrs. Alice Jameson.
ing outstanding members of local ture. pairtirgi. etc., is participated Mrs. Mary Southard and Mrs.
in by seme of the greatest figures Ruth Ellingwood. ar.d Miss Mabel
clubs cf today
From the Methebesec Club were ln America. This year it was of Spring will direct an exhibition of
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
selected these members who have unusual interest inasmuch as fa Chinese articles.
If you hare an esreee of adds in your blood,
followed in the steps of the Pio mous European personages have
—By Gladys Heistad
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may be over
worked. These tiny filters and tube® are working
neer Women—Mrs. Hester Chase. taken up residence in America.
day and night to help Nature rid your system of
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich ar.d Mrs. Forty of the 48 States of the Union HE FAVORS WILLKIE
exreaa acids and poisonous waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits
Ruth Ellingwood. Mrs Chase has were represented in the attendance,
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
been a member of the club since and the 60 speakers, each a special
Dr. Townsend, Old Age Pension
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
1900. faithful in the discharge of ist in his line, were from all na
Leader Makes Pre-Election
J 'Mt
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head
Statement
: all her duties. Both Mrs Rich and tions. Ten years ago the Forum
aches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty pas
sages with smarting and burning sometimes
was
a
round
table
conference;
Mrs. Ellingwood have been outshows there is something wrong with your
Dr. Francis E. Townsend, founder kidneys or bladder.
| standing in leadership, having this year it was broadcast from
may need help the same aa bowels,
• served as chairman of various de coast to coast ancf by short wave. of the old age pension plan bearing so Kidneys
ask your druggist for Doan's Pills, used suc
partments and committees of the The theme was: “Americas Sec his name, said in a prepared speech cessfully by millions for over W years. They
ve happy relief and will help tne 15 miles of
State federation as well as active ond Fight for Freedom." While it that "we believe the electfon of Mr.
dnev tu'*s Hush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
in local club. In addition Mrs. Rich is impossible to give a complete Willkie gives the best promise of
JF ? J
list
ot
the
speakers,
a
few
Include:
the
realization
of
our
hopes
and
had served as vice president of the
State Federation when the organ Walter Lippmann. Eleanor Roose aims ”
Explaining his support of Wendell
ization had but one vice president velt. Clare Booth. Secretary Kncx.
rather than two as at present ar.d Archibald MacLeish. Hendrik Van Willkie. Republican presidential
Mrs. Ellingwood as first vice presi Loon. Somerset Maugham. Carl nominee, ever President Roosevelt,
Robert Montgomery. Townsend declared at a public meet
dent of the Federation and as a Sandburg.
director of the 9th District and Irving Berlin, Wendell Willkie. ing “it is our firm belief that the
also instrumental in the organiza Robert E. Sherwood. Dorothy iniquitous social security act was
tion of the Rockland Junior Wo- Thompson. Senator Taft. As fea adopted at the President's request
to head off the Townsend plan."
He predicted that Mr. Roosevelt
would veto any Townsend bill adopt
ed by Congress.
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New ‘ Jeep’ Type Military Tractor
Climbs Trees That Block Its Path
Capable of pulling a 155 mm howitzer at 42 miles an hour ovei
most any kind of terrain, this Minneapolis-Moline tractor is the
talk of preparedness experts. It performs under conditions where
even the caterpiller-type tank has the greatest difficulty in maneu
vering.
During a recent test the “Jeep” climbed 70 inches up the side of a
28 inch white oak tree before the tree gave way, then rode rough
shod over the fallen oak. The “Jeep” can turn on a 20 foot radius
and has a “pintle" hook at the rear that permits the operator to hook
on to a big gun single handed. It can climb a 40 percent grade with
a 5-ton load.
It has separate brakes on the rear wheels. If one wheel gets
stuck, the brake is set on the other, to Uiat all the tractive power
is applied to the embedded wheel. The bumper, instead of being
a flat bar, is composed ot several free moving rollers and can ride
up on otherwise insurmountable object*. Sixteen Timken tapered
roller bearings eliminate friction in all th" vital moving parts.
Because they are manufactured almost erfllrely of standard parts
which are now in quantity production, .'
could start rolling
off the assembly lines in 90 days, it is t

GOOD TASTE NEED
NOT BE COSTLY. . .

Ai
AN INVITATION TO YOU
We warmly invite you to visit our store and see

these beautiful new Kroehler Suites for 1941. They

are new in styling, new in materials, and refresh
ingly different in color and personality.

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

A Nation'8 Standard

in BEAUTY

and COMFORT

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
315-319 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

E

HERE’S A GOOD TIME!!
Go To Boston Over Armistice Day

|??
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How to cut the cost of N
,* Heating Your Home / k

Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette

ROCKLAND

.. /

BY

In Coaches

AMEilCA'S HOME HEATING EX»E«T

I

£ with "Joie de Vivre" by

Sheerer, yet stronger. Lovelier on your

legs. Choose Northmont . . . America's
most glamorous stockings! 7»< and $1.00

\0'

CUTLERS, Inc
369 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.

Children under 12, Half Fare

Building A Furnace Fire

Via-SO-rAINTLY SCENTED

When it is burning briskly, add
a new fire in your fur
a thin layer of fresh coal a little
nace will be an easy matter if
at a time. The kindling will not
you will follow these lew sugges
only ignite this coal but also the
tions: First, close the check dam
layer of coal underneath. By
per and open the ash-pit damper.
adding more coal gradually you
The turn damper in the smokecan build up a good
pipe should be open
deep firebed in a
turn
wide. Leave a thin
w«d» opeq^
short time.
layer of ash about
If smoke from
2" deep spread
'•) the kindling seeps
evenly over the
chech
into the cellar from
grates. This will
damper
cracks around the
prevent the first
doted
doors, ignite a
hot fire from the
loosely
wadded
kindling from com
piece of paper, lift
ing in contact with ASMRT
the check damper
-rCOtt
. KI.0UHV
amha
the grate bars and 6WlOI
cover, and insert
*. ASMtf
CO*l
will also minimize OFIN
paper
into the
the r
_—
—
smokepipe. This
the dropping of un_
y
will help to heat
burned coal into
<
—
the cold chimney
the ash-pit.
and aid in carrying
Spread about two
the smoke away from the kin
inches of coal evenly over the
layer of ash. Place kindling on
dling.
Do not forget to place the
top of tliis coal. This kindling
ilampert in their coirect posi
may consist of lightly wadded
tion when th - fire ii bnilt to its
newspapers, light d'Y ' "’!' or
tarting
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SEE—

Only $5.00
Round Trip From

Qcnuint Tne/raved

BUSINESS
CARDS
Finexl quality oi steel engraving
on fine white vellum slock 500 lor

B C.-B U Football Game
The Rodeo at Boston Garden
Hit Shows at the Theatres
Armistice Day Parade
Visit Friends

An Excursion Priced So Cheaply
You Can’t Afford to MISS It
GO on any Train (except of course the
Streamlined Flying Yankee) SATUR
DAY, SUNDAY, or MONDAY, Novem
ber 9, 10 or 11.

RETURN any train (Flying Yankee
included) on or before TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 12.

YES—These tickets are good in air-conditioned coaches on the Kennebec Limited
Pine Tree Limited; The Gull and other trains.

PLAN NOW TO GO

only - - •

Si 795
PLATE INCLUDED!

Wide selection ol letter stylet.

Come in and see our samples.

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Only $4.45 Round Trip From Bath.
Only $4.95 Round Trip From Newcastle.

Only $5.20 Round Trip From Augusta.

MAINE CENTRAL
RAILROAD

»•

